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From the Editors
Dear Reader,
As a Convent of the Sacred Heart alum, I felt most qualified out of the lovely (and attractive)
Cipher editorial staff to address you all for the Faith Issue. I won’t go too much into my eight
years at Sacred Heart, but let’s just say that it was just like you would imagine an all-girls Catholic
school in Connecticut to be. I graduated with an incredible education, lifelong friends and slight
PTSD.
Paul the Apostle taught that “Faith is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things
not seen” (Hebrews 11:1). Faith can be secular. For me, it definitely is. As I’m sure every CC student who reads David Foster Wallace (aka every CC Student) recalls, DFW comments that faith
and belief are impossible to avoid:
In the day-to-day trenches of adult life, there is actually no such thing as atheism. There is no such thing as
not worshipping. Everybody worships. The only choice we get is what to worship. And an outstanding reason
for choosing some sort of God or spiritual-type thing to worship—be it J.C. or Allah, be it Yahweh or the Wiccan mother-goddess or the Four Noble Truths or some infrangible set of ethical principles—is that pretty much
anything else you worship will eat you alive.

It is a statistical fact that people in the United States are getting less religious. Actually, it is a
statistical fact that globally people are checking the “none” box. 22.8 percent of people claim to
be “unaffiliated” with an organized religion. Maybe it’s disenchantment with the Catholic Church
(p. 36), or the era of the iPhone. There are no statistics, however, showing the same decline in
those who have faith, because it is an immeasurable, interminable thing. It requires a confidence
in something you cannot prove. Like waking up and knowing, before looking, that Pikes Peak
is probably still there. It doesn’t take a psychic (p. 8) to know that there are consistencies in our
daily lives—things (and hopefully people, too) that we can rely on.
Sacred Grounds and Shove Chapel represent faith on CC’s campus in the nonsecular sense
of the word (p. 44), but even these spaces are dynamic and friendly to the spiritual apatheists (p.
22) and open-mic performers alike. Colorado Springs has a lot going on, between the Army and
Air Force bases, the International Olympic Committee, and a robust population of evangelical
Christians (p. 10). And then there’s us—overwhelmingly liberal and representative of the truth
behind the numbers showing that organized religion has taken a bit of a beating in the last three
decades. But I like to think that we all have found, as DFW puts it, different ways to worship.
And just because we aren’t in Church every Sunday or temple every Friday or offering five daily
prayers, it doesn’t mean we don’t have an inner conviction, a mindful confidence, in something,
or someone.
God bless, Shalom, all that jazz,
Maddie Pillari and the Cipher Editors
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I

t feels futile arranging an interview with someone who already
knows where and when you’re going to meet, what you’re going to
talk about and, ultimately, every
word you’re going to write. More
so when you aren’t privy yourself. It’s almost cruel that they let you go through
the motions.
But psychics seem to take some sort
of perverse pleasure in letting the unendowed anguish. Even otherwise innocuous questions begin to feel like part of
the gag.
“Where do you want to meet?” “Actually, does Monday work? I can’t do
Tuesday anymore.” “What exactly are
you writing about?”
You humor them, but shouldn’t a
simple “It was foretold” suffice? Apparently not. As with anyone else, it takes a
series of emails, missed calls, voicemails,
text messages and reschedulings before
you are sitting in a coffee house learning
about swirling energies and “the other
side.”
“Them,” in this case, is Shea Herlihy-Abba and Daniela Mouser, two psychics based out of Denver and Colorado
Springs respectively. The two hadn’t
met before (at least, not in this life) but
agreed to sit down and talk shop. They
let me listen in.
Shea, in his early twenties, sports a
ponytail that nearly reaches his waist
and a half unbuttoned teal shirt. The
shirt matches his eyes, which are a blindingly bright blue, but clashes with his
aura, which is red, white, brown and
green. He is Colorado College class of
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Article by Nathan Davis
Illustrations by Gayathri Warrier
’15 and began blending the liberal arts
and the dark arts three years ago.
In demeanor, Shea is more or less
what you’re imagining right now: he’d
fit in just as well behind an Xbox as behind a deck of tarot cards. He knows
it, too. His business card reads, in bold
typewriter print, “YOU GUYS I’M
PSYCHIC.” And on the reverse side:
“#ShamanismForTheUnwashedMasses.” Every third word out of his mouth
is “spirit” and every fifth one is “fuck.”

“Most of my friends
are like 50-year-old
psychic women,” he
says. “It’s great, it’s so
fun. Like, they’re sassy
as hell. It’s the best.”
As in, “I work with a fuckton of different spirit guides.” or, “Everyone’s good
at something different. Like, you’re good
at math, I can talk to spirits. Whatever.
Who gives a fuck.”
He’s at once frantic and calming.
He’ll say something like, “Energetically
speaking, every part of your body is
taking in and breathing out energy at
any given time,” but he’ll say it in three
seconds—I timed him. (Read that aloud
in as much time and you’ll see what I’m
getting at. If you’re in a public place, I’ll
save you the embarrassment: it is very
fast.) It can be slightly jarring, but for the
most part it’s endearing. He is just really

thrilled to be a psychic. 		
“Most of my friends are like 50-yearold psychic women,” he says. “It’s great,
it’s so fun. Like, they’re sassy as hell. It’s
the best.”
Being a psychic, though, is slightly
more complicated than this. Actually,
“psychic” might mean any number of
things: you might be clairvoyant, clairaudient, claircognizant or clairsentient.
That is, you might see, hear, know or feel
your way through a connection with
spirits from another world. As far as I
can tell, clairolfaction is not as popular a
method of accessing the spirit world. Or
if it is, those who posses it are not taking
great pains to advertise it.
These “spirits” and this “other world,”
too, could be any number of things. Different psychics interact with different
spirits and have different conceptions of
the other world. But in general, it seems
that most clairvoyant psychics observe
spirits either in human forms—specifically humans associated with ancient
religious traditions—or animal forms.
Sometimes also as wisps of light energy.
Whatever the form, spirits sound like
fairly supportive characters. In fact, they
sound a lot like Shea himself.
For example, at a crossroads in his
life, his spirits told him to go to Denver.
“I was like, ‘What’s in Denver?’ and they
were like, ‘Just go to Denver,” and I was
like, ‘Whatever.’” He ended up finding a
better spiritual community there. “So I
was like, ‘Oh, that’s why,’ and they were
like, ‘Pfft. We fuckin’ told you.’”
Daniela Mouser has a similar relationship. “They help for making day-to-

day decisions,” she says. “It’s like they’re
your personal 1-800.”
(“Yeah, 1-800-save-my-ass,” Shea
chimes in.)
Daniela is, for all intents and purposes, a more conventional psychic than
Shea—though not by much. Originally
from Germany, Daniela became a psychic upon moving to Georgia seven
years ago. The two accents combine in
an unusual, but pleasant way—three
parts consonant European to one part
Southern twang—which you can hear
best when she says something like,
“How you doin?” or “Oh hell nah.” She
has short, well-maintained blonde hair
and dresses sharply but conservatively.
It feels cheap to fall back on stereotypes, but there is a certain “Germanness” to her approach. Her website advertises, “Spirituality minus the fluff n’
bubbles.” If she doesn’t feel like communicating with spirits anymore, she tells
them to “get the hell out.” I ask if she sees
a future in anything besides spiritual
healing. She doesn’t bat an eye. “Flipping houses.” Seeing as she wouldn’t
have to subcontract out her exorcisms,
she might actually have a leg up.
Differences in mannerisms aside,
Daniela and Shea have remarkably similar takes on the psychic life.

“I’ve been in some metaphysical
communities where there is a lot of dickwaving,” says Shea. “Like, some people
think that just because they’re the ones
who have the visions, they know what
the fuck is up all the time.”
Daniela has the same critiques, if different phrasing. “I like people who are
down to earth. Like you can make fun
of yourself. Some of these people are so
serious about it, and I’m like ‘C’mon, I
don’t want people to think we’re abunch
of loonies.’”
They also both note the prevalence
of psychics who abuse their powers by
creating dependent relationships. Take
Niall Rice, a Manhattan consultant,
who last year paid out $718,000 to two
psychics. Among other services, he was
built an 80-mile golden bridge to the
afterlife. Per the New York Times, he is
now suing.
“I see people who are psychic junkies,” says Shea.
“Yeah. Like, you should really only
get like two reading in your life,” says
Daniela. “That’s all you need. Maybe
three at the most. Like, when you’re 70
you get your last reading.”
And even they aren’t immune. Shea
recounts spending $700 on what he felt
was a sham workshop. “All you learned

to do was, like, love your chakras and
do some visualizations,” he said. “And
that’s it. And I was like ‘Are you fucking—that’s just criminal dude. That’s like
metaphysical malpractice.’”
What would have justified that price
point?
“A fucking act of God.” (A surprising
answer, seeing as there doesn’t seem to
be much of a premium on acts of God in
the metaphysical community.)
Ultimately, their position boils down
to this: don’t take yourself so seriously.
“I always say, you can get a reading
and if you don’t like it, you don’t have to
get another one,” says Daniela. “It’s not
like I’m giving you a colonoscopy.”
“A lot of people are looking for something more down to earth,” adds Shea.
“They want a psychic who’s just some
fucking guy. Cause we’re all just some
fucking guy to a certain extent.”
Lulled by their easygoing conversation, one gets the impression that there
could be nothing so casual as communicating with the deceased, nothing so
effortless as befriending a spirit. The
world most of us live in is taxing and
complicated and painful. If you take
Shea and Daniela at their word, though,
this world is far from the only one. It’s a
soothing thought. q
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Praying Through The Storm
Buddhism in the modern world

Photo and Article by Becca Stine
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t age 52, she wakes
up every morning at
five to meditate. She
gardens and plays her
own music. She has no
car and rides a small
bike. Yesterday she wore pants for the
first time in 15 years. She continues to
wear her beautiful deep maroon colored robes, and keeps her hair short
enough that most would not question
it. The soon-to-be non-profit organization she founded pays her rent,
and without a job for now, she buys

As she began her
process of “finding
the eye of the
storm,” meditation
became her tool
to find peace
within, and
spirituality became
a powerful way of
dealing with the
“madness inside.”

her groceries with gifted money. She
opens her service and teaching to the
community, but cannot receive payment for any work she does. Her reality is complicated, but Dhammadhira
continues to survive as a Buddhist nun
in Colorado Springs.
Her path to Buddhism was not a
predictable one. She lived in southern
California for 24 years, where she began her life as a teacher, before moving to Mt. Shasta in Northern California two years later. An American life,

normal enough. She began teaching
elementary school and middle school.
She moved to Montana with her husband to continue teaching for eight
years, before travelling to a village in
Alaska called Crooked Creek—population 105—to try and make better
money as a teacher. “We loved nature,”
she says, reflecting on her year there,
but it was in the Alaskan outdoors
“when things got kind of rocky.” She
was married until she wasn’t, and decided to come back to California.
Dhammadhira describes a commotion inside: a strong wind circling
within her that began to push her
away from her own sense of self, making it hard to feel at ease in her world.
At that time, Dhammadhira was surrounded by friends who were reading
into Buddhism and practicing yoga
and meditation. “I thought that would
be a good way to look into my mind
and understand…I had all of this
emotional turmoil,” she explains. In
an attempt to begin to rediscover herself, spirituality led Dhammadhira to
an intentional community where she
worked as their first permaculture intern for the next year of her life. She
knew she wanted to work with community, nature and ecology, but “had
no idea of being a nun…oh my god.”
As she began her process of “finding the eye of the storm,” meditation
became her tool to find peace within,
and spirituality became a powerful
way of dealing with the “madness inside.” “Meditation,” she says, “allowed
me to sit with it.” The need to resolve
a “madness inside” carried Dhammadhira to Buddhist retreats and communities where she began the process of
reconnecting with herself, and with
the world around her.
Interested in a community with
shared values, she followed a widely
admired monk to a monastery in England. “It was kind of an island,” she
says, a place of deep practice, where
Dhammadhira spent 11 years of her
life. She was ordained as a novice nun
within nine months of her stay, and
continued to learn the rules of Theravada Buddhism in an environment

that could feed her practice. At first,
she says, “It was so idyllic…the little
nuns’ cottage made of stone, with a
small stream running beside it.” She
speaks of the ease of living on the island. “
Your day was kind of prescribed…
we ate better than a lot of people…
we never worried about how to make
ends meet.” Dhammadhira describes
the monastery as a “Golden Cage.”
She speaks of never holding a leadership role in her 11 years living on the
island. She quickly noticed a certain
hierarchy among the monks and the
nuns in the monastery. “It was obvious from the beginning,” she says, “but
it didn’t affect me personally until the
end, especially the way that the nuns
treated those who were ‘junior.’” She
felt a certain dominance from other
nuns who were taking out their suppressed anger at higher-ups, “like
when the big brother kicks his little
brother who then kicks the dog…but
the Buddha didn’t make it that way.”
“It was like a glass ceiling,” the monks
sitting above, “the bosses,” while the
nuns stood below constantly gazing
up. There were restrictive gender and
power politics at the monastery, and
some of the nuns became so upset
they left. Dhammadhira’s island began to shrink, and eventually she felt
as though she was shrinking with it, or
simply floating in the shallow waters
around it. She was ready to embrace
more diverse experiences than those
available in a monastery. “It’s like if
you were playing Monopoly,” she says,
“the money works in the game, but
when you go out it’s no good.”
Soon Dhammadhira too, left the island and returned to California where
she was ordained as a Bhikkhuni to
practice the highest and strictest form
of Theravada Buddhism. She went to
stay with a friend from a previous retreat in California “I had met the nun
before…she was like a grandma…she
was really flexible,” she says as she
describes the 84-year-old woman she
lived with for the next three years. She
sets the scene: 80 acres of land, topped
with a big beautiful house. The nuns
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lived a life of luxury. “She would buy
and cook the food,” Dhammadhira
says, touching on the older nun’s need
to adapt to the environment, “I’m doing what I can to support this,” she
would say.
Dhammadhira admired the “spaciousness and the silence,” but she
wanted to do more than just meditate
and study. “I didn’t find it challenging,” she says, “sometimes missing
connections with people…no engagement with the larger community…that
was the real island.” In the quiet of the
monastery, she began to notice ways to
improve infrastructure and farming. “I
had ideas of how to do it more sustainably,” she says, “permaculture ideas…
but no one was into it.” The problem,
says Dhammadhira, was that “the sun
came in too much from a direction
that heated the building up...The windows faced west! And then they’d have
to cool them with air conditioning.”
Much like at the other monastery,
Dhammadhira had lost her voice.
Change was not welcome in either
community. The rules of the practice
became barriers, two hands holding a
world together, but also keeping it contained and still. As she pushed against
these heavy hands, Dhammadhira felt
no movement and no creativity. She
was stuck in a world of convention that
seemed to ignore a central Buddhist
principle: accepting that everything is
subject to change. As the monastery
continued in its stagnancy, however,
Dhammadhira subjected herself to
change. She was drawn to Colorado
Springs by a nun who felt similarly silenced by life in the monastery. This
nun’s name is Amma, a woman who
stood before the hand of the monastery and pushed back against its arcane traditions. Amma left the monastery to re-entwine her faith and
practice with the real world and really
begin to enact change. Recalling her
excitement over hearing about Amma,
Dhammadhira says to me, “This nun
rides a bike! And gardens! And she
pays rent! I gotta go there.” So Dhammadhira left the cramped buildings of
her monastery and moved into a small
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tent in Amma’s garden. This tent was
home for three months before the cold
arrived and she moved into Amma’s
small meditation room.
Dhammadhira left the monastery
when she asked, “why just stop with
me? It’s about everybody, it’s about the
whole.” It’s not just about the hands of
the monasteries, but about how they
can work to improve society. The isolation of the monastery felt contrary to
a central part of Buddhism—a practice of interconnectedness and interdependency. Dhammadhira began to
consciously define herself within her
faith and to establish a synergy among
the two. She wanted to morph two images of life, monastic and modern, in
an attempt to reach the core: interdependency.
The monastery had been a steady
hand: one that reached out daily to
place food in an alms bowl, provided cover when it rained, and cupped
Dhammadhira within its warmth.
There, she was allowed to be completely immersed in her practice on
the monastic island. Colorado Springs,
however, is an island of a different nature. A Buddhist lifestyle is deeply
strange to most people in the Springs.
In fact, Colorado Springs in 2016 is
about as far removed as one can imagine from the ancient context in which
Buddhism was born. In Thailand, on
the other hand, some ancient traditions have been preserved. Before the
sun rises each morning in Thailand,
many people, both young and old,
are found seated on the sidewalks.
Weaved bamboo baskets filled with
warm sticky rice are placed before
them. The light that begins to soak the
streets as the sun rises is suddenly illuminated by the deep orange robes of
the trail of monks who begin to march
down the streets, golden alms bowls in
their palms. The Thai people fill their
hands with hot sticky rice and place it
into the bowls of the passing monks—
every morning—two worlds morphed
into one. Dhammadhira talks about
her experience as a nun in Thailand,
whose populace shares the tradition
of alms-giving: “There is a feeling like,

yeah, everyone understands…it’s affirming.”
Dhammadhira has considered the
possibility of living a more authentic Buddhist existence in a world like
Thailand, but she realizes how difficult
it would be to make a difference as a
Western woman, “and that is what it is
about.” Colorado Springs, a small conservative island in America, is a place
where a Bhikkhuni Buddhist practice
can only fit between the small cracks
in the sidewalks. “You question it a
lot,” she says, reflecting on her monastic lifestyle. “Is it really necessary…
and how can I connect more with
people?” The challenge of Colorado
Springs shifted meaning, practice and
rule for Dhammadhira.
In a place so foreign to Buddhist
monasticism as Colorado Springs,
many of the 311 rules of Bhikkhuni became burdensome for Dhammadhira,
hindering her ability to connect with
the modern American world to which
she was returning. “The situation has
changed from how it was 2600 years
ago,” Dhammadhira says. “We need
to adapt.” And adapt she has—Dhammadhira has begun to push back on
the strict rules of her practice, tracing the dogma back to its conception.
She now looks to the original purpose
of Buddhist rules in order to begin to
adapt them to modern life.
Take a rule: I am not supposed to
harvest anything because that’s killing. At first, Dhammadhira respected
this rule, and for some time had people come over to harvest for her, but
then, she saw that she was just inconveniencing those people and not actually doing any good. This rule was
created in a context in which there
existed a shared agreement as to how
food would be provided to a monk or
a nun. But in Colorado Springs there
are few generous hands to fill an alms
bowl. “People here can still be generous, they just don’t share that convention or understanding of how food is
to be provided,” she says. “There is an
overall sense in our society that everyone fends for themselves…no special
privileges.” Gardening is a means of

survival for Dhammadhira, and the
alternative, since buying “imported
goods from the store,” is “worse for the
environment.” Sustainability and interdependency have become one and
the same: living and breathing with the
flow of the surrounding environment
is the real core of Buddhism.
A particularly foreign rule of the
monasteries was that “music wasn’t
allowed… it was considered a distraction,” she says. “The chanting was very
plain…I liked my sounds.” She saw
creativity as essential and as a means
of bringing people together. So this rebellious nun began to create her own
sound with an instrument called a
Dulcimer that she had uncovered back
in California, from her life before ordination. “I knew that Amma wouldn’t
mind, because she knew how music
helped me to connect with my heart,”
she says.
“We can become very identified
with an image…with a form,” she
says, as she looks down at her maroon
robes. Owning two sets of robes is
supposed to eliminate the ego—part
of living a life of total simplicity. To
own and express oneself through a
variety of clothing is thought to be a
manifestation of ego. But now, as she
peddles her bicycle two hours from
her home to meet with a pastor at
the United Church of Christ to speak
about mindfulness, pants are the only
practical option. Dhammadhira found
it strange when conventional robes began to hinder her essential core practice— long robes are simply not conducive to hours of work in the garden
and biking long distances. Dhammadhira expresses other doubts by talking
about a soccer player and a cheerleader: “they don’t walk around in their
uniforms all day every day. Wouldn’t
that be egotistical? I want people to
notice me because I have a kind heart,
not because I dress differently,” she
says, touching on the way the robes
say something before she can, hindering her ability to connect with certain
people. “Buddha said it could be let go
of…the minor rules,” she says, as she
again looks down at her new maroon-

colored pants.
When Amma, who welcomed
Dhammadhira to the Springs, moved
away weeks ago, Dhammadhira was
left alone, with neither the monastic
companionship nor the support that
was generated by Amma’s following.
But Dhammadhira also became free
to grow her own philosophy, one that
incorporates monastic and modern
elements. She talks about Amma’s departure leaving a kind of void in her
life, but one which she is working to
fill. She talks about using her love
for creativity, ecology, working with
kids, teaching and spirituality, to form
workshops and classes on mindfulness in the Springs. She wants to work
with the wider community around
pressing issues in the world today.
“We can build bridges,” she says. “I’m
having to step up and do more than I
was doing…for the benefit of others.”
As Dhammadhira wakes every morning at five to meditate, she no longer
needs someone else to offer her a meal.
Instead, she makes a small breakfast on her own before tending to her
small garden. “I feel like I’m growing
up now,” she says. Breaking the rules
brings her deep into a truer Buddhist
practice.
Dhammadhira has become as much
a part of the system of modern American life as she needs to be in order to
survive. But she has joined modern
life only insofar as becoming part of
it allows her to better understand the
modern world. Ultimately, so that she
can better heal it. “As long as there is
value in what I’m doing, I’ll stay,” she
says. q
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Stan VanderWerf
Wants Your Vote.
And yes, he’s voting for Trump

Article by
Andrew Braverman
Photo by
Leo Turpan
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fter a week of silence,
I was thrilled to see
a Facebook message
from “Stan for Commissioner El Paso
County District 3”
agreeing to my request for an interview. Stan VanderWerf is a Colorado Springs resident,
27-year veteran of the US Air Force
(USAF), family man and small business
owner. After attending Purdue University and completing their ROTC program, VanderWerf went directly into
the Air Force. After nearly three decades in the armed forces, Vanderwerf
settled in Colorado Springs to found an
aerospace defense consulting firm and
3D Printing business.
VanderWerf greets me with a wave
and friendly smile on the Worner quad.
He’s wearing a nametag that introduces
himself as “Stan VanderWerf / County
Commissioner Candidate” and a USAF
baseball cap. At first, he makes small
talk about how time-consuming the
campaign has been, what a change of
pace it is from running his businesses.
In fact, as we make our way to a conference room, he admits somewhat
sheepishly the toll his businesses have
taken as a result of this decision. After
he mentions the amount of clientele
he’s sacrificed to run, I take to heart the
concessions of candidacy, even for City
Commissioner of Colorado Springs. I
wonder out loud what makes a man at
the helm of two successful businesses
totally change pace to run for a small
public office. As if reading my mind,
VanderWerf insists that he’s “always had
it in [his] heart to serve.” “[He] loves
this country, and that’s what caused
[him] to join the Air Force.” After retiring, he couldn’t resist “scratching the
itch” of serving the “greatest country on
the planet.”
VanderWerf answers all of my questions with succinctness indicative of the
three decades he spent in the military.
His answers have a matter of fact clarity, convincing me of his implicit belief
in the truth of his candidacy. It explains
how VanderWerf finds himself pulled
back into service once more, except this
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time as a County Commissioner candidate in Colorado Springs. Satisfied, I
move to question VanderWerf about his
take on some pressing political issues in
Colorado Springs.
VanderWerf approaches my question on the “Sit, Lie” ordinance cautiously: “If they’re homeless, they still
have rights…but on the other side
of the coin, you have citizens that are
walking downtown, and they’re scared
of these people…you have to be sensitive to their rights as well.” Admitting
that “solving it is impossible,” VanderWerf suggests that we can “just reduce
it to as small an issue as possible.”
“There are different reasons why
someone is homeless, sometimes it’s a
mental disorder…sometimes an addiction to a drug…sometimes they’re a
criminal, and they’re hiding in there.”
However, traveling around to various
local homeless shelters, VanderWerf
explains that he’s been getting to know
this issue as intimately as possible. He
insists, with a furrowed brow, that our
dearth of low-income housing is a major contributor to the issue, and remedying this issue will be crucial to the
solution.
VanderWerf proposes a less conventional policy prescription: “in some
cases, quite frankly, you just need to
give them a one-way bus ticket back
home. They themselves realize that they
made a mistake…the number one best
thing you can do is get them back with
their families.” This admittedly “doesn’t
solve everything, but” is a reliable option, according to VanderWerf. This
emphasis is logically tied into his platform, stressing an increase in “citizen
safety.” He moves to lament the difficulty of matching target populations of
social welfare programs with the programs themselves and emphasizes the
importance of fixing that.
VanderWerf distills the situation:
“You can tell the horse that there’s water in the pond, but they gotta walk over
there themselves.” Ultimately though,
the issue is “really, really complex, and
when a problem is complex it’s never
easy to solve.” He briefly offers up a
suggestion of reaching the target popu-

lations in relevant places. For example,
he proposes that teachers should be
educated about warning signs for child
mistreatment in order to help the kids
that are being mistreated.
VanderWerf ’s policy diagnoses and
recommendations never came off as
recently formed. It seemed to me that
he’d been considering these issues for
some time now, instead of stumbling
toward a platform after casually deciding to “scratch that [old] itch,” as one
might have expected from his casual
and comfortable stance.
As the interview drums on, our
conversation inevitably drifts towards
some of the focal points of the election
this November. VanderWerf animatedly unwraps his positions on immigration, recalling a time he traveled to the
border during his tenure at the USAF.
He talks about how the thousands of
illegal immigrants represent an affront
to legal immigrants who’ve spent years
filling out paperwork and waiting to be
allowed in. Simply, “it’s disrespectful to
them.”
During our chat, I press for his position on Trump’s past suggestions of
temporarily banning all Muslims from
entering the U.S. “A difficult question,” VanderWerf replies pensively.
It “wouldn’t be the first time” the U.S.
instituted an immigration prohibition
like that he argues, though not able to
recall if there had been one specifically
on religious ground. “I got friends who
are Muslim, some in the military, and
let me tell you they don’t actually have
a problem with that either.” He substantiates his argument: It’s obviously a
“security issue” to him, not just “some
kind of form of bigotry.”
“They want to implement shari’a…
what’s in shari’a?” he asks, rhetorically.
“Women are property, if you’re gay and
lesbian we throw you from roofs, if
you’re black we kill you.” Before I can
try to fact-check these claims, he continues:
“We could find ourselves one day
with communities in the U.S. that are
banning gays and lesbians, or something, which is ridiculous…if we’re
not careful that’s what we could end up

with.” As VanderWerf reaches the end
of his immigration discussion, he adds
that “we have freedom of religion in
this country; its protected. I don’t have
a problem at all...if you have a religion
that says I hate this group or that group.
Now, Mr. Guy you have to come to a
reconciliation here and either give that
up and follow U.S. law, or accept that
you’re going to be prosecuted.”
VanderWerf has “had enough of
Clinton corruption.” I heard similar
comments while standing in line for a
Trump rally in the Norris-Penrose convention center. People sold shirts imitating a campaign advertisement but
saying, “Hillary for Prison 2016,” which
brought in healthy business. Perhaps
sensing my political inclinations and
those of many of my fellow Tigers, he
explains; “I’d ask Democrats; consider
voting for Trump.” It “might be a little
uncomfortable because it’s across party
lines,” he graciously adds, to which I
swallow my suggestion that it might be
uncomfortable for more reasons than
just tip-toeing across party lines.
He espouses the freedom of people
and freedom of markets that Trump’s
presidency could bring us: “The freer
markets are and the freer people are,
the better off we all are.” Of course this
excludes freedom of people to enter our
country, but I decide against bringing
this up—it must have slipped the candidate’s mind. VanderWerf uses the DMV
as an example of the offensive degree
to which government intervenes in our
life today. Every time you go, the government “steals two hours of your life.”
Trump would eliminate this wasteful
intervention, he thinks. “There is no
perfect candidate…now it’s a question
of which one do I think will get us closer to what I believe is important in our
lives…and the answer to that is Trump.”
I ask VanderWerf about his opponent in the upcoming election, Electra
Johnson. “She seems like a nice lady,”
he answers circumspectly. “We’re in
the middle of a campaign so I don’t
sit down and have a coffee with her,”
he quips, but then quickly adds “but I
would do that.”
Despite his amicable disposition
towards Johnson, he feels that “she
doesn’t have a broad breadth of public

experience” sitting over budgets and
managing organizations, while “[he]
does...for her, it will be a learning
process.” VanderWerf thinks that his
lengthy experience in service has conditioned him well for the job. He cites
his “ability to make decisions based on
principles” as one of his most important traits, expressing how he managed
a budget in the Air Force “that exceeded $1 billion,” and how that groomed
him for potentially handling the $300
million El Paso County budget.
VanderWerf also touts his experience overseeing numerous disaster
planning and relief circumstances in
his time at the Air Force and expects
that this experience would be useful for
a county commissioner hopeful as well.
Yet, as he lists his accomplishments
,Vanderwerf oscillates back to more
cooperative feelings towards Johnson,
suggesting “she cares about the community just as much as [he] does.” After
bringing up the “elephant in the room,”
how the entrenchment of actual GOP
elephants in El Paso county’s voting records offer him a sizable head-start, he
responds gravely. “Just on sheer numbers, it will be challenging for her…”
however, “[He’s] taking [Johnson] seriously.” That being said, the candidates
don’t differ in all regards. In fact, two
focal points of each of their platforms
overlap: increasing disaster preparedness and revitalizing a local economy.
VanderWerf, like his opponent, very
deliberately stresses that just voting is
the most essential thing to remember
come November. Anytime I query him
about third party candidates or undecided voters he is careful to answer
first with a reminder that “this is one
of your rights, and you need to exercise
it.” VanderWerf asserts that the “principle is to vote.” After all, candidacy in
this election requires endorsement and
confronting of political ideals beyond
individual platforms.
In a panel discussion in McHugh
Commons with opponent Electra Johnson, VanderWerf reiterates this point
along with many others from our interview, often verbatim. However, this
reiteration was a trend I noticed in both
candidates: falling back on platitudes of
their platform that they feel confident

about. My time spent talking and listening to VanderWerf also suggests another commonality between the candidates. While he might be slightly more
politicized and groomed for public office from his previous career, the requisite passion (held by Johnson as well)
also accompanies his pedigree. VanderWerf convinces me that he is running
because there are things in El Paso
County he feels so displeased with, that
he must make every effort to change
them. He is particularly invested in one
of the questions I pose to him, about
the first things he would do in office if
elected. A couple hours after our meeting, I see a voicemail that VanderWerf
left on my phone. It was 15 minutes of
elaboration on the topic.
The voicemail underscores VanderWerf ’s genuine commitment to the
race in El Paso County and its future,
albeit a different one than Johnson envisions. His visit to the panel at CC affirms this. Amidst a crowd he knew to
be overwhelmingly liberal, he attended
and attempted to engage in political
discourse, despite intimations from the
crowd during a Q&A that their politics
differ widely from his own and repeated
attempts to discuss his Trump endorsement. Parts of it may have been blatant
pandering (i.e. his suggestion of assembling a “beer brewing school”), but his
effort was still admirable and a reassurance that both candidates for El Paso
County District Three Commissioner
are unequivocally invested in the community’s future. q
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The Long Fall
That time WFR actually
came in handy.

A

t 2:00 a.m., in the middle of Idaho’s Clearwater National Forest,
over an hour from
cell service and the
closest town, Sumner
checked Paul’s pulse again. 98 bpm: a bit
high, but healthy. She shined her flashlight into his eyes, seeking his pupils, but
he recoiled. I tightened my grip on the
sides of his head. If Paul moved his head
too much, he could damage—or further
damage, we didn’t know—his spinal
cord. His twenty-foot tumble over boulders and logs could have been straight
out of my Wilderness First Responder
Textbook, which was now packed away
in a basement in Colorado. I could feel
his blood, already beginning to congeal
under my fingers. I’d forgotten to put on
gloves, failing to properly isolate myself
from this stranger’s potentially diseasecarrying blood.
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Article by Eliza Stein
Illustration by Abi Censky
***
Katherine, Sumner and I were on
the tail end of a two-week backpacking
trip in the Canadian Rockies. It seemed
that we had encountered every possible
obstacle: we’d had to reroute because
of dangerous grizzly bear activity and
hazardous terrain, our new trails had
been washed out during massive flooding three years earlier and we’d slightly
underestimated our food rationing. The
one obstacle we’d managed to avoid was
an injury. Satisfied with this outcome
and counting our blessings, we decided to make a celebratory detour to the
pristine and isolated Weir Creek Hot
Springs on our way back to Sumner’s
home in Bozeman, MT.
The hot springs were a half-mile
hike in from Idaho’s State Highway 12,
about 70 miles in either direction from
the nearest town, nestled in an easy-tomiss turnoff just past mile marker 142.

A handful of different pools lined the
creek, collecting hot spring water that
trickled down from the valley walls. We
hiked past the first pool, large and hot
tub-like, where a group loudly socialized
and sipped beers. The pool they sat in
was raised off the ground and rested on
the slope, one side nestled into the hill
and the other exposed to a steep dropoff into the creek below. The group was
gone before nightfall.
Farther up the valley, we found
a smaller pool with no one in it. We
soaked for hours in the perfectly warm
water, cooking dinner, even making
brownies, without emerging from our
oasis. We decided to call it a day when
our fingers and toes had reached their
maximum prune state. We were in our
sleeping bags before dark. Despite several long days and short nights prior, it
took me longer than usual to fall asleep
that night. Finally, after snapping some

constellation photos and sufficiently
engaging with Sumner’s spurts of sleep
talking, I drifted to sleep.
I was the first to stir when a new
group of partiers arrived around midnight. They laughed, splashed in the hot
tub pool a ways below us, and cracked
open beer after beer. I was furious.
Didn’t they know that there were people
trying to sleep out here? Hadn’t they any
respect for the wilderness experience?
Soon Katherine and Sumner were rolling around in their sleeping bags, too,
trying to tune out the noise.
At 1:30 a.m., someone fell. We heard
the rocks sliding under him. Then yelling.
“Paul!”
“Shit!”
“Don’t go down there!”
“Someone call 911!”
The three of us sat up and we looked
at each other. It didn’t need to be said.
Sumner was an Emergency Medical
Technician (EMT), and Katherine and
I were Wilderness First Responders
(WFR). I suggested that we put on warm
clothes and I grabbed the first-aid kit
from my backpack. We began our walk
down to the group.
The partiers were at the same pool
that had held the beer-drinking group
that we passed on the way in. When we
reached them, we announced our medical certifications at high volume for several seconds until they registered that
they were not alone. Paul—whose name
we’d been able to make out through the
shouting—had fallen backwards off the
exposed edge of the pool and tumbled
20 feet over rocks and logs, finally landing in the creek below. Several members
of the group had made their way down
the steep, moss-slicked slope to Paul’s
side. Someone propped him upright.
They were all naked.
As we made our way down the slope,
we could see blood on Paul’s body,
some on his head and shoulders. The
smell of beer was overwhelming. Katherine stepped behind Paul and put her
hands on the sides of his head, taking a
firm grip to stabilize his spine. Sumner
began asking him questions, her voice
calm and firm, but I detected a quiver.

She had worked for a year on our college’s Emergency Medical Services team,
but most of her calls were dangerously
drunk students. This was her first time
using her certification in a backcountry
setting. The closest I’d come to a medical emergency was acting out scenarios
in my WFR training almost two years
earlier.
Paul responded to Sumner’s questions with a series of grunts. His lip
was split open, he was missing several
teeth,and his friends informed us that he
was at least five—no wait, maybe eight,
okay more like ten—drinks in. The naked partiers yelled and tried to grab
Paul, some wanting to hug and comfort
him, others prepared to drag him out of
the creek and down the trail. Sumner
and I less than politely reminded them
that Paul had a possible spinal injury
and could not be squeezed, no matter
how lovingly. For the second time that
night, I suggested that we all go put on
warm clothes. The partiers stumbled up
the hill to their respective piles, and we
finally had time to think.
Paul was not in good shape. His limited responsiveness was a red flag—he’d
clearly hit his head, as indicated by an
abrasion on his scalp, and a serious head
trauma could have caused bleeding in
his brain. If this was the case, we needed
to get him to a hospital as soon as possible. Paul also had a split lip, missing
teeth and he was plastered. Any of these
factors alone could have inhibited his
ability to answer Sumner’s questions, let
alone all of them combined. We were
only a half-mile from the highway, but
moving Paul in his current state was
out of the question. We were at least
an hour’s drive from cell service. Two
of Paul’s friends had left to drive to the
ranger station twenty miles away, but
it was difficult enough tracking down
an open ranger station at 4:00 p.m. on
a weekday, let alone the middle of the
night. The first-aid kit hung limp at my
side, full of Band-Aids and blister care
supplies.
I surveyed the group. There were
seven of them, including Paul, and all
appeared to be in their twenties. They
worked at the Lochsa Lodge, twenty

miles down the canyon from where we
were, still over fifty miles from the closest hospital. The only woman in the
group had driven to the ranger station
with a companion—at least she wasn’t
slurring her speech like the rest of them.
We made our decision within 10
minutes of arriving on the scene: we
would use our emergency beacon. It was
a SPOT device, a plastic square about
the size and shape of an old BlackBerry
phone. It had no screen and only five
buttons, one of which was labeled S.O.S.
This button was covered by a lift-able
flap to avoid accidental activation. We’d
brought the beacon on our backpacking
trip for situations exactly like this, except, in the extremely unlikely case that
we’d have to use it, we thought we’d be
in the rugged wilderness of British Columbia fighting off grizzly bears or cougars. It almost lay forgotten in the glove
compartment at the Weir Creek Hot
Springs trailhead, but at the last minute
we grabbed it and threw it in a backpack.
Now, I lifted the flap to expose the S.O.S.
button and held it down until a green
light flashed on the beacon. Our GPS
coordinates were en route to a satellite,
which would bounce our location to the
local Search and Rescue team. I watched
the green light flash a few times before
returning the beacon to my coat pocket.
Now, all we could do was wait.
The SPOT has a convenient setting
that allows users to program up to two
emergency contacts into the device. We
knew that as soon as we pressed the button, our emergency contacts would also
get a call, activating a phone tree among
our parents that we had meticulously
planned out before our departure two
weeks earlier. Katherine suggested that
we find a way to contact them and let
them know that we were okay. She was
nervous they would think we were in
danger and have no way of contacting
us. I placed my hands behind Katherine’s on the sides of Paul’s head and assumed her position. Katherine left for
the Lochsa Lodge, where she’d heard
that there was possible cell service and a
pay phone, taking a partier along to help
her find her way. Sumner and I, along
with the three remaining partiers, stayed
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with Paul.
I held Paul’s head steady between
my hands while Sumner periodically
checked his vitals. He’d started shivering—after all, he was naked in the
middle of Weir Creek. While the creek
collected some warm water from the
hot spring, it was certainly no bathtub.
Sumner was having a hard time evaluating Paul’s pupils. I gave it a shot, too, but
he immediately closed his eyes when I
shone the flashlight at him. I tried again,
with no luck. Although we couldn’t see
his pupils, his other vitals seemed to be
stable for the time being. But we still had
no idea if he’d sustained any injuries we
couldn’t see. If Paul had a brain bleed or
any other internal bleeding, his condition could severely decline at any moment.
One partier stayed by Paul’s side the
whole night, and it became clear that the
two were best friends. He was crude, sexist and a little bit racist, directing racial
slurs at Paul in a way that was supposed
to be compassionate. But he made Paul
smile. And he kept Paul awake, a feat
that I never imagined could be so exhausting. It was the middle of the night,
and the poor guy was drunk. When he
closed his eyes, we yelled and splashed
water on his cheeks until he looked up
at us. Each time took more and more
effort, but we would not allow it to be
the moment Paul’s eyes stayed closed for
good.
The three remaining partiers took
turns standing on rocks in the creek,
keeping us company. They told stories
that made Paul smile. Like the rest of
them, Paul was a seasonal employee
at the lodge. He was 28-years-old and
from a small town in northern Montana. Some of his co-workers had told us
that Paul might have been on some kind
of anti-psychotic medication—he just
seemed kind of off, they said. But he was
a brother to them. Someone said that
Paul was the heart of their group.
Around 4:00 a.m., Paul stopped
shivering. This was a sign that his mild
hypothermia had progressed to moderate. The next level, severe hypothermia,
could be fatal. We needed to move him
out of the water.
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In a Wilderness First Responder
course, a handful of topics are introduced with: “Hopefully you’ll never have
to do this, but in a worst case scenario…”
What Sumner and I did next was one
of those cases. Paul had a possible spinal injury, which meant that he needed
to remain immobile. If we moved him,
we could damage his spinal cord, potentially paralyzing him for the rest of
his life. But if he stayed in the creek any
longer, he could die of hypothermia. He
was slipping away from us, and we had
no way of knowing when help would arrive. We had to move him out of the water. The only dry place we could put him
was on top of the slope he had tumbled
down—far too dangerous terrain for us
to carry him up while keeping his spine
stabilized. We would have to evaluate
whether we could release control of his
spine. While it was in the scope of our
medical training, even my WFR instructor had never done this before.
The alcohol had begun to wear off,
and Paul was responding to us more reliably. While I continued to hold Paul’s
head, Sumner, having the highest medical certification, performed a spinal
evaluation, feeling along Paul’s spine for
deformities and tender spots. She reported no deformities, and Paul grunted
that he felt no pain. After Sumner finished her evaluation, we traded places,
and I performed another. I also detected
no deformities, and Paul still denied
any pain. We vocalized our decision: we
would release control of the spine.
“Don’t you fucking move my friend!
You’re going to paralyze him!” The most
belligerent member of the group was
yelling at us from above.
“Sir, you need to calm down,” I called
back to him. I’d never used the word
“sir” in my life, except for one time when
I was pulled over for speeding. “We’re
trained to do this. You need to trust us.”
Did I even trust us? We’d done all of the
steps just as we’d been taught, but we
were ultimately making a decision that
could change this stranger’s life forever.
Supported by me, Sumner and two
of his friends, Paul rose to his feet. He
moaned, but indicated that he wanted
to keep going. Together, we stumbled

up the slope, fraught with slick boulders
and logs. The only thing that could make
the situation worse would be if another
person fell. But no one did.
At the top, standing next to the hot
spring, Paul wanted to go home. It had
been over three hours since his fall, and
there was no sign that Search and Rescue was anywhere close, let alone that
they had received our message in the
first place. It was less than half a mile to
the parking lot, and if help still hadn’t arrived by then, we could drive Paul to the
hospital ourselves. At around 5:00 a.m.,
we began walking.
The trail was narrow, only wide
enough to walk single file. Sumner led
the way, shining a light ahead of her
and pointing out obstacles. I followed,
pointing my flashlight behind me. Paul’s
arms were draped over the shoulders
of the guy in front of him, and another
held him around the waist from behind.
They supported most of his weight as he
stumbled down the trail. Ever so slowly,
we moved forward.
We must have been walking for 20
minutes when we saw a bright light
coming up the trail. It was the sheriff.
Sumner ran ahead to meet him while
we helped Paul sit down to rest. She returned, reporting that the ambulance
was two miles out and the helicopter
was in the process of landing. We should
wait where we were. Everything was going to be okay.
We waited for 45 minutes. The group
passed around cigarettes. An old coworker of mine used to joke that every
backcountry first aid kit should have a
cigarette in it—before you do anything,
you should stop, smoke a cigarette and
clear your head. In a backcountry setting, if five minutes is the difference
between life and death, the result will
always be the latter.
Eventually, Katherine came running
up the path. Apparently there’d been
a miscommunication, and Search and
Rescue was waiting for us at the trailhead. After sufficient grumbling and
“What the fuck!”-ing, Paul was once
again raised to his feet, and the rescue
brigade continued onward.
Not five minutes passed before a

team of medics came into view. They
jogged up the trail, carrying a duffel bag with a white cross and wheeling what appeared to be a stretcher. As
they helped Paul onto a backboard, we
filled in the medics, clumsily clarifying
that we were not part of this group, we’d
just happened to be camped nearby. I
watched one member of the team hold
Paul’s eyelids open with his fingers while
he shined a flashlight to check pupil dilation. I stored this technique away for
safekeeping. The medic who appeared to
be in charge congratulated the three of
us, took down our contact information
and Paul was wheeled away.
123 hours later, we would get a call
from the medic informing us that Paul’s
vitals had stabilized during the helicopter ride, and he became more responsive. Hospital scans revealed no spinal
injury—our spinal evaluation had been
correct, along with our decision to move
him. Paul was treated for several broken
bones in his face and discharged to the
care of an oral surgeon, who would treat
his missing and broken teeth. Paul was a
very lucky man.
Katherine, Sumner and I returned to
our campsite just before 5:30 a.m. We
packed up our belongings and hiked to
the car. A woman still slept in a tent set
up across the creek, unaware of what
had transpired that night. She would
probably never know.
At the trailhead, the Lochsa Lodge
employees sat behind a clump of trees.
They were still kind of drunk, and the
cops were still hanging around, so they
were going to wait a few minutes before
driving back to the lodge. Katherine,
Sumner and I exchanged looks. There
would not be another accident by Weir
Creek that morning. After confirming
with a state trooper that it was permitted
under Idaho law, four partiers piled into
the back of Sumner’s pick-up truck, the
other two riding inside with us. As we
pulled out, we caught a glimpse of two
women talking to the sheriff and state
troopers. At first I thought they’d been
injured somehow, too. Then I saw the
bong on the roof of their car. The sheriff
pulled a gallon-sized bag of marijuana
out of the car, held it up for all to see and

shook his head. Inside our car, the rescue brigade hooted and hollered as we
turned out onto the highway.
As the sun rose, the stench of stale
beer began to settle into the seats. We
arrived at the lodge at 6:15 a.m., just
in time for two of them to catch their
breakfast shift at the restaurant. Hugs
were exchanged. One man, who’d helped
us keep Paul awake, told us that his mom
always said that there was no such thing
as luck. It had always annoyed him, until
tonight, when he knew that she was right.
He thanked us for saving his friend’s life,
and we told him that we couldn’t have
done it without his help. He turned to
go, and we watched the partiers saunter
to their respective army tents, some still
stumbling from the alcohol.
I wanted to vomit. The car reeked of
beer, or maybe it was just the minerals
from the hot springs. I couldn’t tell the
difference. It smelled like the four hours
we’d spent at Paul’s side. In the darkest
hours of that night, while I held Paul’s
head in my hands, I knew that I would
remember this night for a long time.
I just didn’t know how it would end. I
could execute my WFR training perfectly, but all I could do was wait for more
qualified help to arrive. When it became
more and more difficult to keep Paul
awake, I knew that the night had two
possible outcomes. Only time would determine which outcome we’d all have to
carry with us for the rest of our lives.
Katherine, Sumner and I drove away
from Weir Creek Hot Springs with the
windows rolled down, letting the smell
of beer drift away until we couldn’t stand
the cold any longer. q
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No One Dies Alone
A faithful hand in life and death
By Maddie Pillari
Illustration By Charlotte Wall
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I pray on
airplanes.
Two times—once right before takeoff
and once after landing. I say one Hail
Mary and one Our Father. I cross myself the way I was taught, the way I
have since I was young. I don’t believe
in God anymore, at least not in the
proper, liturgical sense. I don’t know
exactly when it changed. Maybe after
I watched Sister Beyeman march to
the squirming eight-year-olds during
Mass to scold them. Maybe it was the
triumphant anger on her face when
she caught them giggling to each other
as the fumbling priest shakily bowed
to the altar, a wrinkled hand gripping
the edge of the wood. The way some
of the spittle of her shushing remained
on the corner of her lips as the young
girls’ backs immediately hit the back
of the pew, the way their are hands
instinctively clasped together in their
laps and their heads bowed, shrinking away from this sister of God, this
servant of Christ, this deliverer of the
good news. How she walked away after, head high and a weird smile on her
pursed lips. The way she relished her
small victory. I watched her lips purse
again after receiving communion,
Christ’s flesh dissolving in her mouth
like salt on ice. I know I’m being unfair, but I can’t shake the image.
When I pass car crashes, I cross
myself, kissing the thumb of my fisted
right hand. When people ask if I believe in God, I tell them I am a spiritual agnostic, or maybe a spiritual apatheist. I haven’t been to Mass in four
years, not even on Christmas or Easter,
and I miss it sometimes. The first chapel I’d stepped in since high school was
the one I visited a week ago, at Penrose
St-Francis Hospital. It is the Sacred
Heart chapel. From 5th-12th grade, I
went to Convent of the Sacred Heart.
Funny how I’ve somehow come full
circle.
I found myself talking to Leslie

Schwender, the assistant to the South
State Vice President of Mission and
Ministry, Lawerence Seidl. Schwender
had been working at Penrose for 23
years. She misses the Sisters who have
passed away and showed me photographs of some of them from when
they were young, standing in front of
a chapel that has since been torn down
and replaced by the one we were sitting in. Its aesthetic is modern, angular and bright, so unlike the pictures
Schwender showed me of the older
version, with its marble alter. We sit in
chairs, not wooden pews. This chapel
will be replaced again next year. The
$100 million renovation and expansion of Penrose St-Francis has already
begun. The hospital’s sponsor, Catholic Health Initiatives (CHI) provided
$60 million. CHI has already spent
over $200 million in the opening of
Penrose-St. Francis. The new project
is estimated to be completed in 2018
and will feature an additional 134,000
square feet.
CHI is the country’s third-largest
nonprofit health system, operating in
18 states and sponsoring 103 hospitals. In 2015 alone, CHI provided $970
million to its hospitals for programs
and services like free clinics, education and research. The health system
officially began in 1996 when 10 congregations of sisters merged. 20 years
later, the health system has total assets
of approximately $23 billion. CHI also
reports providing care for 7.2 million
outpatients and 503,285 inpatients.
Their mission statement: “To nurture
the healing ministry of the Church,
supported by education and research.
Fidelity to the Gospel urges us to emphasize human dignity and social justice as we create healthier communities.”
Statistics show the number of
Americans who identify as Christian shrinking as fast as CHI is growing. In 2007, 78.4 percent of America
identified as Christian. In 2015, the
number dropped nearly eight percentage points to 70.6 percent. The same
study found that the number of those

who did not identify as religious has
grown six percentage points from 2007
to 2014, from 16.1 percent to 22.8 percent.
CHI has four guiding principles:
Reverence, Integrity, Compassion
and Excellence. Integrity, compassion
and excellence are all arguably secular. Reverence, however, not as much.
CHI defines Reverence as “Profound
respect and awe for all of creation,
the foundation that shapes spirituality, our relationships with others and
our journey to God.” In their online
“Corporate Responsibility” packet,
there is a section named “Ethical and
Religious Directives,” which is divided
into six parts and “provides guidance
in applying the moral teachings of the
Catholic Church when handling select
ethical issues in health care.” It is in
this section that CHI addresses abortion. The fourth division in the Ethical and Religious Directives section of
the Corporate Responsibility packet
is, “Issues in Care for the Beginning of
Life—Catholic health care ministry is
rooted in a commitment to respect the
sacredness of every human life from
the moment of conception to death.”
But, inevitably, modern medicine and religion have clashed. When
Jeremy Stodghill’s wife and unborn
twins died on New Years Eve in 2006,
Stodghill filed a wrongful death suit
against CHI on the grounds that his
twins could have been saved by an
emergency C-Section that doctors did
not perform at the time. CHI won the
six-year legal battle, with a defense
based around the argument that in
Colorado, the law states that fetuses
are not people with legal rights because
they are in the womb. In a Huffington
Post article, Stodghill’s attorney, Beth
Krulewitch was quoted saying, “They
won, and they won with an argument
the Church said publicly—and they
agreed publicly—was immoral.” And
they did. In a statement released February 4, 2013, CHI writes,
CHI has agreed that attorneys for
St.Thomas More Hospital will not cite
the Wrongful Death Act, which does
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not allow fetuses to sue, in any future
legal hearings of this case. Although
the argument was legally correct, recourse to an unjust law was morally
wrong…CHI pledged its firm commitment, as always, to the best interests of
patients and its adherence to the moral
obligations of the Church, which were
not strictly followed in this case by attorneys for the hospital.
According to an article in The Gazette, in the United States, one in every
six people hospitalized are taken care
of in a Catholic hospital. Penrose-St.
Francis hospital, and Catholic hospitals run by CHI or other Catholic
health service companies do not perform abortions. The same article cites
Rev. Thomas Paprocki, an auxiliary
bishop from Chicago, primed to be St.
Louis’ next archbishop, commenting
on the issue during the United States
Conference of Catholic Bishops in
Baltimore. “It would not be sufficient
to withdraw our sponsorship or to sell
them someone who would perform
abortions. That would be morally unacceptable cooperation in evil.” He
also said that if a law were made that
forced Catholic hospitals to perform
abortions, all Catholic hospitals would
be closed. All 624 of them. Such an action would displace 600,000 employees, not to mention the tens if not hundreds of billions of dollars required to
open new hospitals to service patients.
Basically, it’s not an option.
The American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU) states in their most
recent report, “In America, religious
freedom is a fundamental right. But
it does not grant hospitals the right to
force their religious beliefs on patients
or discriminate by closing the door to
patients.”
But there are emergency situations,
as in Stodghill’s case, and similar cases,
in which doctors have to make the call,
and make it fast, in order to save a life.
All of this begs the question: what
place does religion have in our legal
system, specifically in healthcare?
Penrose St-Francis is a religious
hospital, and does not hide the fact.
There are obvious negative complica-
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tions that a faith-based or religious
hospital encounters. Stodghill is the
perfect example. But, without this religious start, there would be no hospital
in the first place.
The hospital was once run almost
entirely by nuns. In 1958, under the direction of Sister Cyril Mahrt, the hospital cared for 37,265 patients, making
Penrose-St. Francis the largest hospital
in the Catholic Archdiocese of Denver.
It was under Sister Cyril that the hospital rose to national standing. The
sisters lived on the 12th floor of the
hospital.

According to
an article in
The Gazette,
in the United
States, one in
every six people
hospitalized
are taken care
of in a Catholic
hospital.
The main entrance of Penrose features a statue of St. Francis and a massive glass wall with a verse from the
Book of Matthew: “Come to Me, all
who are weary and heavy-laden, and
I will give you rest” (Matthew 11:28).
Penrose, as well as its sister hospital St. Francis Medical Center in Colorado Springs, along with many hospitals across the country, offers a service
called No One Dies Alone, or NODA.
The volunteer-centered program that
started in Eugene, Oregon at Sacred
Heart Medical center by ICU nurse
Sandra Clarke. On Clarke’s website
(www.how-we-die.org), Clarke states
that her inspiration to start NODA

began with a single patient, an elderly
man with an end-stage multi-organ
disease with a DNR and no family.
Clarke remembers,
“One rainy night at Sacred Heart,
I had a brief encounter with a man
whose name I cannot recall, a man I
shall never forget. He was one of my
seven patients, near death and a DNR.
During my initial rounds, he asked,
barely audible, “Will you stay with
me?” He was so frail, pale, old and
tremulous. I said, “Sure, as soon as I
check my other patients.” Vital signs,
passing meds, chart checks; assessments and bathroom assistance for six
other patients took up most of the next
hour and a half. When I returned he
was dead. I reasoned he was a DNR,
no family, very old, end-stage multiorgan disease; now he was gone, and I
felt awful. It was okay for him to die; it
was his time—but not alone.”
The reasons Clarke began NODA,
which officially started in 2001, were
not religious, despite the Catholic hospital where she was employed. On her
site, she says, “I am not an especially
pious person,” but she does have “a
strong belief in human rights, particularly when a person is most vulnerable.”
St. Francis Medical Center implemented the service in 2009 when Chief
Nursing Officer Kate McCord learned
of NODA at a conference and decided
to try to bring it to her hospital. She
worked with chaplain Theresa Gregoire in getting the program up and
running. NODA is run through the
Spiritual Care Department at St. Francis. Gregoire is currently in charge of
NODA, and her commitment to her
faith is evident in the way that she
runs the program. I met with Gregoire
at St. Francis, and she showed me the
Medical Center’s chapel. Similar to the
chapel at Penrose, there were chairs,
not pews. Gregoire informed me that
the hospital decided to replace the
pews with chairs when the chapel was
built in 2008 so that the space was
more “interfaith.” Gregoire explained
that the chapel is a space for anyone
and everyone, and although there is

a Catholic Mass at noon four days a
week, the chairs transform the chapel
into a different kind of religious or
spiritual place.
“People who come into that chapel,
my guess, it might not be so much for
gratitude but it would be for prayers,”
Gregoire said. “But I think they find
comfort. And especially people whose
faith tradition is part of that belief, to
be able to come into our chapel brings
comfort.”
As head of NODA, Gregoire spends
time with people of all different religions and belief backgrounds. She
wears a pager 24/7, except when on vacation, in which case she delegates the
task to a volunteer. She runs a group
of volunteers, “around 40, and just like
any organization, maybe 25 are really
active.” She describes the group as “incredible,” and invaluable to the service.
They have five to six gatherings a year,
and again the theme of “interfaith” is
prominent. “In July, we had somebody
from the Native Americans come and
speak about Native American beliefs,”
Gregoire recalled. “And in October, we
had a gentleman who is a professor at
UCCS who came and talked about the
beliefs of atheists and agnostics, and
we had someone from the Buddhism
faith come, from Muslim, just so we’re
acquainted with and understand the
different customs.”
St. Francis Medical Center provides
extraordinary measures for patients
who want to receive communion but
cannot make it to Mass. Mass is televised and broadcast on channel 15 so
patients can watch in their room. As a
chaplain, Gregoire is in charge of helping to run these services, along with
the NODA program.
But not all patients, as Gregoire
notes, are grateful for the Chaplain’s
presence. “They do lash out at you,”
Gregoire said. “If they had a positive
experience with the church, being the
chaplain is a good thing. If they’ve had
a bad experience with the church, then
you get a bad reaction. My hope always is that I can be present and offer
that care and compassion.”
Despite being the scapegoat for

some of the anger and frustration that
grief inevitably incites, Gregoire tries
not to take the insults she has received
over the years personally. She noted
the “vulnerability” of a person in the
hospital.
“You find sometimes you become
a container for the people,” Gregoire
said. “When I first started I thought
about this a lot. Especially the ones
that are angry, and of course, grief is
a hard thing and everyone manifests it
in a different way, but a lot of people
get really, really angry.”
As a Chaplain, Gregoire is called to
the Emergency Room whenever there
is a “trauma,” which the hospital and
medical center define as damage to one
or more organs. Gregoire’s job is to be
with the family. She often takes them
to what she calls “the quiet room.” It is
in this room that distressed loved ones
sometimes lash out at Gregoire or beg
for information she cannot provide.
“The family is usually freaking out,
‘just tell me, just tell me,’ and that’s
hard.” Gregoire said. “But it’s also a
sacred time to be with people. We are
with people at the beginning of life
and the end of life, and those are hard
times.”
When I asked Gregoire if she found
a clashing of science and religion, she
said that her job as Chaplain had less
to do with Catholicism and more to do
with providing compassion, and making sure that she can be as emotionally
and spiritually supportive as the patient requires. She views the hospital’s
religious affiliation as a positive. “I
think the fact that we are a faith-based
organization helps a lot because chaplains are an integral part of the team
that works with the patients, and so for
the most part, people are happy when
the chaplain comes.” q
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By Ethan Cutler

Hurl Truman woke up the same way
every day: he unfurled from the fetal
position and before fully waking up he
felt alone. Seeing the world through a
long dark tube, kind of thing. Doggy
paddling at sea, no land in sight. But
it was routine, and the loneliness almost always faded by breakfast. Today, though, the feeling’s residue hung
around through bagel and OJ, through
the paper’s front page and the Business section, and it only began to fade
by the Science section. The key, Hurl
knew, was to stop noticing the feeling.
He was able to function as soon as he
slipped into whatever was at hand.
But today he had to really get deep
into the paper to forget the feeling.
And so when in the Science section he
came across an article about a beetle
that was killing North American pine
trees in huge swaths, he really read it
with his full attention. But halfway
through the article he slipped back
into memory and he started to think
about mountains in Montana and the
Texas desert and the mountains versus
the desert and all that. He had moved
from Montana when his parents died,
his mother two days after his father,
about a year ago.
The memories were all-consuming, sharp images that sparked a feeling without calling forth the feeling’s
name. He thought of the desert first,
and he saw it clearly: Dead leaves
tumble and click on cracked rock and
fields of crushed quartz twinkle in the
mean sun. High clouds condense and
dissolve in stringy ribbons. Highway
noise can almost be mistaken for a
steady ocean breaking. He could look
closer: red dust welds itself to all hot
flesh. Lost worms brown and crisp on
the stovetop rock. Desert grass nods
and shushes in the wind. A lizard
stretches its neck and aches for water.
The mountains are far off. The
mountains where lithe deer hold your
gaze and lichen embraces stone. Slabs
of golden sun humming with bugs.
Countless pebbles of light skittering
over clear streams. The swallows’ far
off coos call and coo, call, and coo. The

song like slippered feet on the surface
of his brain.
A cream cheese stain on Hurl’s khakis interrupted his early daydream. He
went back to his room to change and
thought for a second the lump of pillows under his sheets was a person.
Then of course he thought how nice it
would be to wake up with someone in
his bed, still sleeping. To make coffee
for someone. To wait around for someone. He would sometimes wake up and
gaze at his rumpled sheets, pretending
there was someone there. He would
think about making some extra coffee for this hypothetical person while
he actually made the coffee. He sometimes played the story out, once even
going so far as to bring a mug back to
his room and set it down gingerly on
his night table. It turned the morn-

ing routine into a ritual, and on those
mornings when he allowed himself the
little delusion, the coffee tasted better.
He would find himself noticing little
things, is all. The pleasure of warm water over his hands, the swirling detail
of the door’s wooden grain as he left
the apartment. The pretending was so
private Hurl had hardly even articulated it to himself. That one morning he
brought the mug to his room was the
only time he ever felt stupid about it.
He cherished the whole thing without
really knowing.
But not today. Today he ended the
nonsense at the bed, put on new pants,
and left the apartment for the bus station.

* * *
Olive Dermut was horribly aware
of the fact that pretty much the only
thing worse than living with someone
who doesn’t love you is living with
someone who loves you and whom you
can’t love back. She knew this because
for a few years now she had had the
sick privilege of waking up sans alarm
at six a.m. in the near-black of her
bedroom to the sight of her husband
sleeping like a suckling pig on its back,
dead still and mouth agape. She would
wake up and study him, trying to will
herself to feel some softness—to see
him as she used to. But all she could
ever muster was pity, and what kind of
a fucking monster can’t feel anything
but pity for the man she married?
That’s what she had asked her sister
a few months ago. Her sister did not,
could not understand. Her sister had
married her high school boyfriend.
It wasn’t that Olive regretted marrying her husband. Halfway through
their first date she had interrupted
some banal nonsense he was saying
to hit him with a one-two punch to
the ego: “Michael, I’m sorry, I’m sorry
but can we not talk about the fucking
weather and our mutual friend who
neither of us really like. And let’s quit
the talk about my job, as if you actually give a flying fuck about the nuances of my daily grind.” Michael looked
not only taken aback, but also entirely
confused. He said, “I, well, I kind of do
want to know about your job.” A long
and unbearable silence ensued until
Michael leaned in and said, “And you
know what? I also want to know about
what you ate for lunch and who you’re
close to at work and how you feel
when you’re going to sleep and what
gave you the little scar on your wrist
and really you could tell me any little
thing about yourself and I would be all
ears, and frankly, I’m being really forward now, but it baffles me that anyone wouldn’t listen attentively to every
word that comes out of your mouth.”
And so an attractive young woman in a sleeveless t-shirt and combat
boots finds herself wanting to listen
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to a literally white-collared accountant. Yes, Olive had married Michael
because she loved him. She had married him because he had asked four
times, and each time she felt herself
more surely in love with this embarrassingly earnest accountant. Still,
if you had told a younger version of
herself that she would later marry an
accountant, she would have scoffed
and laughed simultaneously in that
distinctly aloof liberal way. She was an
artist—is an artist, still, and he most
certainly is not, and never was. But she
came to see him as a sort of hero in
spite of how normal he was. Granted,
she could never tell him that. But for a
long time she really was enamored by
how he took the job that was handed
to him and devoted his whole self to it,
not asking why the numbers must be
crunched or what exactly is the societal benefit of number-crunching, but
doing the tedious job all just so that
he could afford to buy Olive decent
things she pretended to want.
But there he lay, as boring asleep as
he was awake. That’s it, Olive thought.
From the beginning there’s a little
thing—well, he’s not the most exciting guy in the world—and you dismiss
it as cynicism or you say it’s just your
fear of commitment and then twenty
years later the little thing comes back
and tears the whole thing apart.
She went to the bathroom, closed
the door quietly, flicked on the light,
and shut her eyes to the brightness.
She blinked at herself in the mirror.
It was this that killed her. Her skin
was looking more and more like dried
dough hanging off her cheekbones.
She would catch a glance of herself
in the morning like this and without
fail she’d be surprised by her own visage. Olive’s own image of herself was
no longer remotely accurate, so she
had to sort of die every morning and
re-accustom herself to the person she
actually was. Well she thought this
way—dough metaphor and all—but
she was dramatizing, as she liked to
do. She occasionally spent time at
the mirror trying to get herself to be
sad, which Olive found so fucked up
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that she was sure she would take the
practice to the grave without telling a
soul. Sometimes she would really end
up sad, just bawling about nothing in
front of the mirror. But most days she
would feel nothing. She would stare at
herself and feel nothing and this, she
knew, was the real enemy. Sadness she
could at least turn into a few thousand
dollars by way of a half-baked painting. But the nothing—worse by far.
This, notably, was another thought on
the long list of thoughts Olive was sure
she would take to the grave.
This morning was a worse-by-farmorning. This was the sort of morning
that involved trying to mentally replay
an episode of Friends in order to avoid
thinking about the various unthinkable parts of her life. For instance, the
fact that the car was being fixed so she
would have to take the bus to get to

a meeting with a gallery owner—this
was a thought she was trying to avoid
while in the shower. But she failed and
the water got cold.
Olive made coffee and, mug in
hand, watered her flowers and her
neighbor’s weeds (a kind of tacit game
they were playing). She went back
to the bathroom and made a face
at herself in the mirror. She cooked
her scrambled eggs perfectly, which
brightened her mood. But then her
husband came downstairs so she had
to deal with that shit. Michael didn’t
even ask why she hadn’t made coffee
for him. He just made some for himself, and some more for her. Of course
he knew she would have to drink it
now, the fucker. He read her a Post

headline she obviously wouldn’t care
about. She read him a line from a gallery review that was only funny to gallery insiders. He asked her if she had
fed the cat, surely knowing she hadn’t.
So she fed the cat but gave him less
food than normal, somehow feeling
like that was revenge against Michael.
She left the house early, thinking about
the one or possibly two-sided silent
war she had been waging all morning.
As Olive was walking out she decided she would talk about Michael’s
psychological warfare with her analyst, who would surely be impressed
by her honesty. She walked to the bus
stop.
* * *
Carla felt someone tugging at the
frills of her wedding gown. Someone
pulling with increasing ferocity, and
actually it was starting to feel like more
than one person, when she woke up
and felt the familiar tug of little hands
on her nightgown. Francisco and Maria were both at the foot of her bed.
They had looped their fingers through
the holes in their mother’s nightgown
(actually an extra-large men’s Yankees
shirt) and had been tugging and whispering to each other for who knows
how long. They didn’t realize she had
woken up, so she stared and stared at
them. The sun was at just the angle
where it came through a thin crossshaped gap between the apartment
buildings next-door. The little diagonal cross of morning light fell over the
sheets at the foot of her bed and onto
the chests of her two chattering children. This, she knew, was a blessing
from the Lord. It would be a good day.
Carla got up and kissed her kids
good morning. She ambled behind
Maria and in front of Francisco to the
kitchen, where she discovered a white
platter covered in cake crumbs. “Oye,”
she said and stared down the kids,
“I’m pretty sure there were two thirds
of a cake on that plate when I went to
sleep last night.” Francisco’s eyes immediately gave him away as the sweettoothed thief, but Carla wanted to test
him so she asked who ate the cake.

Maria pursed her lips and crossed her
arms, staring expectantly at Francisco. Carla watched Francisco’s eyes flit
from the lack of cake to his grinning
sister to his mother, when he finally
realized he was trapped. “Mama, I just
love your cooking so much. I couldn’t
help it.” Crafty, this one. Carla took
him up in her arms and brought his
face inches from her own. He put on
the please-don’t-punish-me-I-didn’teven-know-it-was-wrong face, which
almost worked.
But she knew she had to impose
order, so she bent him over the table
and slapped the boy’s bony butt while
he squirmed. She hated doing this, but
what else is one to do? When Francisco yelped, she stopped and told him to
scram.
Twenty minutes later Carla was at
the door shouting “Listo!” and little
feet were racing dutifully. The three
of them walked ten minutes to the bus
stop. Carla kissed them on the top of
their heads and demanded kisses back.
She knew they were just about at the
age when they would stop kissing her
in public. They were already a little
wary, which terrified her. She waved
to the bus driver and watched the bus
vanish down the road. Carla crossed
herself and set off to her own bus stop
to go to work.
Work was as a low-level manager at Coors. She had started in the
warehouse and then worked her way
up to warehouse manager, where she
worked her butt off and finally got
the attention of the main office. After much reluctance from an old HR
guy who suspected her of being “an illegal,” she was finally allowed to take
the place of the former manager. Her
predecessor had groped or at least
harassed just about every woman in
the office, so she didn’t exactly have
large shoes to fill. She’d been managing for a year now and, though Carla
didn’t say this often, she was good at
it. She knew when people were upset
and when they were bored or tired or
having a hard time at home. She just
knew, and that was really the only skill
she needed. She did have to learn to

say no to people, which was difficult.
Saying no inevitably resulted in people
being upset with her, at least temporarily. She took to consoling employees with Fridays off early, which she
quickly learned is basically the highly
effective adult equivalent of consolation by candy.
Carla also had a part-time paid
position at the Church. Some of the
stricter Catholics at the church gave
her hell for working at Coors, but Carla maintained that the Church and Coors were essentially different brands in
the same industry. She prayed a lot and
gave a few of the tight-asses free beer,
so no one complained anymore.
It was a twenty-minute walk from
the kids’ bus to the nearest bus stop.
A dangerous twenty minutes, too.
Though not because of the neighborhood, but because it gave Carla time

to think. And when she had time to
think, she thought about her husband.
He was bucked off a high tower at a
construction site five years ago. The
family had gotten a bunch of money
for it, but it meant nothing—obviously. Carla was still grieving. Yes, she
had hardened since then. She had to
become someone who could say no,
who could work two jobs and care for
two kids. But grief crept in from the
edges when there was no one around
and nothing that had to be done.
On this walk, on this day, the grief
was there, and she was too slow to stop
it. Soon she was asking what she had
asked a thousand times: where is God
in all this? Why had He, who had been
with her every moment of her life,

left her in her hardest time? She had
asked this first to a priest, who promised God was still with her. An empty
promise. She asked her sister, who
suspected God was testing her faith.
This was now the predominant theory.
Carla had struggled her whole life, of
course—to finish high school, to get
a degree, to get a job, to find a man,
to raise the kids—all of it. But she always survived because she rejoiced
and suffered with God. But no longer.
She recalled a saying, “laugh, and God
laughs with you.” Yes, when you don’t
need him, there He is snug in your
chest. But you grieve alone. Houses
filled with friends are empty. Lit windows might as well be dark. Every step
is a step through drying cement. But
still she walked and still she prayed.
Carla looked up—an old habit from
her mother—and asked if she had not
struggled enough. If He could fill her
silence like he used to. But she heard
no answer, and all she saw were the low
clouds bulging with a terrible weight.
She became aware of the awful click of
her shoes on the sidewalk. The ground
pressing up and the sky pressing
down. She sat down against a stranger’s chain-link fence and crossed herself and pressed her palms to her eyes
to keep back tears. Her head between
her knees now. Carla was ashamed
she could not feel God—just now this
occurred to her, and made her choke
on a sob. A young man stared at her
from across the street and kept walking. Carla didn’t notice. She took deep
breaths but they caught in her throat.
She stumbled to her feet and wiped her
eyes. Crossing herself once more, she
walked to the bus.
Carla had taken many deep breaths
by the time the bus arrived. She reminded herself to remain positive with
a truly religious fervor. The bus came
to a grinding stop and the door hissed
open. The driver was the one she
knew. “Hi Harry, how are you?” “I’m
good, Carla. I’m good, how are you?”
“Good, thanks.” And so Carla and this
bus driver again preserved the strange
tradition of two-faced pleasantries.
(For the record, neither one of them
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was doing very well, and in fact both
happened to be on the precipice of absolute misery.)
There were two people on the bus,
neither of whom she recognized. One,
a smartly dressed young man who
looked like he was doing something
very serious on his phone. The other,
a woman who was staring listlessly out
the window at nothing. Carla took a
seat behind them both. She began to
imagine what their lives might be like,
these two. She examined the fade of
the man’s haircut, imagined him cooking dinner for his girlfriend and them
staying in on a Friday because why
go out when you could have this? He
seemed like a good-boyfriend type, so
Carla granted him that much. What
a nice image, she thought, this young
man and his girlfriend, a mass of tangled limbs on a frayed couch in some
apartment.
The image dissipated, and Carla
started to think of the woman a few
rows up. She was dressed too nicely to
be taking the bus. Her hair was beautiful, layered thick with shades of brown
in a way Carla would have been envious of ten years ago. It was the kind
of hair you would imagine on the head
of a CEO. She pictured this woman
running some high-level meeting, the
balding men at the table all attracted
to her and resentful of her success.
Carla grinned at the thought of it.
* * *
Eric wrestled his arms from his
blanket to slap his alarm and shut it
the fuck up. He squinted at his phone’s
screen: 7:35 a.m. Only two snoozes,
not bad. He swiped the phone open,
still squinting, and went to Reddit. He
held the phone above his head, close to
his eyes. A CNN update about someone who was shot by the police. He
tapped the update and skimmed the
article. He paused for half a second
to look at a blurry photo of a wrongly
twisted corpse and a pool of maroon
on a sidewalk. Back to Reddit. Upvote,
upvote, downvote, upvote, downvote,
downvote, downvote. A cat caught under a box and running around so that
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it looked like the box itself was running. Six seconds. A GIF of two politicians yammering, each overlaid with
animals’ faces. Three seconds. Shift
to Facebook. A fifteen second scroll
through twenty-nine photos of places
You Have to Visit Before They’re Gone.
Depressing. An ad for something he
didn’t want. An ad for something he
didn’t want to want but did want. A
five second video of a man walking up
to some guy and punching him square
in the jaw for no apparent reason. A
three-minute scroll through a Facebook polemical between two fuckwads
he kind of knew from Chemistry. Six
minutes reading the entire thing even
though he could see from the first
comment exactly where this was going.
Eric inserted a comment concerning
the comparative size of a thumb tack

and a certain politician’s penis. Breadwinner to be sure. Keep scrolling. Photos of girls Eric kind of knows sporting
straightened hair and long, glistening
legs in all the same tight black dresses
that look painful to walk in. He clicked
through, spending half a second on
each photo, rapidly scanning each one
for beautiful faces or attractive bodies or especially interesting stuff like
vomit or people jumping off of large
objects. He came to a photo of Jamila
in which she was laughing and kind of
hanging onto the guy who presumably
had made her laugh that hard. 46 second pause. His chest felt hollow and
hot and like a pinball was knocking
around in it. Another alarm went off
on his phone and scared the living shit
out of him. He half-seized in his bed

and dropped the phone directly onto
his forehead. A seven second string
of curses. He looked around to see if
anyone had witnessed the idiocy, but
of course, no one was in his room.
Eric brushed his teeth while reading what someone with a degree in
something had to say about something
involving healthy living and obesity.
Clearly written by someone skinny.
You see, OK, Eric commented on the
article. OK, fine, you wanna know? I
say a fat girl always has someone to
talk to. There’s always at least some fat
guy who’s ready to settle and burrow
deep down to both the emotional and
physical core. But no one likes a fat
guy. No one. It’s incredible how people look away and even kind of move
away, as if repulsed by a bubble that’s
proportional to a person’s actual size.
You have no idea. No idea.
He closed his phone, thoroughly
angry by 7:50 a.m. His mom had already left for work so he made Eggo
Waffles with cream cheese. It’s a classic. Don’t judge. While he ate, he
opened his phone to check a political
message board he frequented. People were supporting—supporting—
the U.S. political system. “You’re all
sheep,” he wrote. “Fucking sheeple.
Today’s gvmt = tmrw’s ashes.” Eric left
the house to walk to the bus, which
he, believe it or not, had to take just to
get to the school bus because the lazy
public school government shitheads
wouldn’t drive twenty minutes out of
their way to get a kid who had to go
to school. So he had to walk to get to a
bus to get to a bus to get to a school to
get fucking nowhere. Eric hated walking—it’s a waste of time.
Four people plus the driver sat on
the Bee Line Bus when it arrived at the
Central & Maple station the usual five
minutes late. Eric got on, and while
he slid his ticket through the scanner
he looked down the length of the bus.
He was struck by how everyone on the
bus looked like a cow in one way or
another. The woman in the front, obviously—the limp wing of arm fat still
jiggling from the bus’s hard stop. The
skinny guy behind her somehow also

looked like a cow. He was slumped
down in his seat and looking up at the
sky through the top of the window.
Though he couldn’t even really be said
to be looking. His eyes just pointed in
that direction. And the lady behind
him was easily cow-like, too. She had
the dead-eyed stare of the cows you
see in documentaries. The ones who
leave their crates like once in their
awful lives. Eric wasn’t sure if this was
a particularly dead and bovine bus or
if he just had an abnormal awareness
of things being cow-like. Either way,
within a minute he had taken his seat
and forgotten about the cow thing

and everyone else on the bus, too.
* * *
Something is caught in one of the
bus’s tires. It clicks on the cracked
road with every rotation of the
wheels. The bus is gray, formerly
white, and there’s an advertisement
for Claritin Clear on each side of it.
Someone used thick pen to draw a
long, curvy mustache on a young girl
in the ad. Her mother sports a Hitler
mustache drawn in the same pen. Inside, the air is stale and whirls with
dust motes that glow in the early
light. One passenger holds another’s

eye, warily, for a little too long. A
few little black pebbles of something
skitter on the floor and click against
the bus’s walls on sharp turns. Sweaty
skin sticks to clothes and dampened
clothes stick to the scratchy red seat
fabric. The bus bumps and chugs
along, taking its wide lefts and making its too-sudden stops. Everyone
on board is dimly aware of the bus’s
lurches back and forth and back and
forth and the engine’s baritone humming and something else, too, putting
everyone on the bus into a kind of
sweaty half-sleep. q
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V

ictoria’s sickness is
inhabiting and piloting her 75 pound
body when I move in
with her. Her body
reminds me of photos
I’d seen of prisoners in concentration
camps. I don’t remember how I convince
them to let me switch out of the room—
all I remember is the way the tendons
running along the backs of her knees jut
so far out you could cut them with a pair
of nail scissors. I note how her thighs
are thinner than my forearms. Usually
comparing myself to the other girls induces a burning envy, but this time I’m
filled with disgust. It pains me to look at
her, maybe because it isn’t until her arrival that some of us realize what an eating disorder really is: an incredibly slow,
drawn-out suicide.
None of us can stand the nervous
tension that descends upon the room
as she enters. We fidget habitually as we
anticipate her next move, whether it be
dumping her tea into her oatmeal and
spooning the warm liquid to her thin
lips, or not-so-subtly sneaking chewed
up food into her napkin. One night,
after they force me to eat chili—which
has always made me sick—I puke in the
hall while desperately dashing for the
bathroom. One of the staff cleans me up
and plops me in a cushioned chair outside the nurses’ station, where I sit, hugging my knees to my chest, rocking back
and forth with my eyes shut tight. I can
hear two of the nurses talking through
the glass. The newest one, Dana, says
that all the rest of the girls hate Victoria.
She says that her doctor, Bob, had to get
eight stitches in his forehead after she
threw her cell phone square at his face.
I know I’m not supposed to hear them,
and they’re not supposed to say things
like that. They are the adults, the professionals, and their conversation shatters
my previously comforting belief that
they are required to love and care for us
all equally.
Upon arrival at McLean Hospital, I
am in stubborn denial about my eating
disorder. I’m here because I’m depressed
and suicidal and Klarman was the only
ward with space at McLean. All else had

failed, so my family sent me here, to the
“#1 Psychiatric Hospital in America.”
That’s what I pitch to the doctors over
and over for the first month or so. They
humor me, but I later find out they never
bought my story.
I call my boyfriend, Asher, every
night during visiting hours while the
other girls, who are all from the East
Coast, argue with and receive modest
gifts from family. I cry hysterically to
him, describing in detail how awful and
prison-like it is. I tell him how I have to
hold my pee for an hour after meals, and
how it isn’t fair because I’ve never purged
in my life, so they should trust me in the
bathroom. I describe in detail how you
have to keep the door ajar when you use
the toilet or shower, a nurse’s foot propping it open and listening to you as you
count repeatedly to 10 or recite the alphabet. I tell him that they force me to
eat everything on my plate five times a
day, even if it makes me sick, and they
don’t even allow me to be vegetarian. I
describe to him the sickly sweet, viscous
medicine they make me drink when I
take my meds every morning and night,
and how it smells potently of bananas (I
secretly love the taste of this potassium
concoction, and am sad when they stop
prescribing it to me after I’ve been properly stabilized). I tell him how they call
it the “re-feeding process,” as if we are
farm animals that got sick and need to
be fattened up to be of any use. I complain about how they wake us up at three
or four every morning, herding us in our
zombie-like states into the group therapy room to have our vitals taken. The
blood pressure gauge always glitches on
me, squeezing my upper arm tight, like
a python suffocating its prey, until the
nurse takes it off and starts over. They
hide the number on the scale when you
step on. I try to explain the ridiculous
meal plan formulas that we use to figure
out how much we’re required to eat at
each meal. 2p or 2c/ (1p + 1c) + 1f = two
protein or two carbs plus one fat OR one
protein and one carb plus one fat. Long
ago they devised an arbitrary system to
determine what counts as one fat or one
carb. Sometimes this formula leaves you
with half an English muffin or half a pop

tart, instead of the full thing, which I
loudly point out is more disordered than
the way normal people eat. Worst of all,
I tell him, they hardly ever let us outside.
Going on walks is a privilege you have to
earn by jumping through the thousands
of hoops they set before you. Our windows are permanently sealed shut because some girls reason that being cold
means burning more calories.
I cry and bang my head against the
wall and tear at my skin and say I want
out, that this was a mistake, that I’m
miserable and nothing they can do will
ever change that. This goes on for over
a month. I’m as hopeless as ever and regretting having signed myself into this
place.
Before I’d arrived, my therapist and
parents had been trying to persuade me
to come here for months. Because I was
18, they no longer had the power to send
me away. I’d finally achieved my goal of
returning home, and they were the crazy
ones if they thought I was going to give
that up. But there came a time when I
realized things were so bad, nothing I
could think of would make them worse.
What did it matter if I was in California
or Massachusetts, with or without family? It didn’t. Nothing did.
So when my therapist urges me during our third session one week in October to again consider McLean, I say
okay. She stops cold and looks up at me.
She must have thought it was too good
to be true, that I was playing a practical
joke on her. I have to explain my reasoning before she’s able to understand why I
finally agree. Now that reasoning seems
flawed. I hadn’t realized before coming
here the full extent of what it means to
live in an eating disorder ward.
Eventually I retreat into books like
“Girl, Interrupted” and “The Bell Jar,”
studying the work of troubled writers
and artists who were once hospitalized
here. I become fascinated with the history of the place. One time I volunteer to
read books to the elderly on the geriatric
unit just so I can walk through the same
building Susanna Kaysen had roomed in
decades before. But it’s not until I meet
Michael that I really start learning the
secrets Mclean holds. Michael’s white
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hair suggests he might be in his fifties,
but his energetic optimism and lust for
life gives him such an air of youth that
makes it hard to think of him as old.
Something about his calming presence
and genuine cheeriness makes him everyone’s favorite hospital staff member.
He’s not around all that often, and to this
day I am unsure of what his exact job
was at the hospital.
Everyone with walk privileges
squeals in excitement when Michael
shows up at the door to take us. Before
the snow comes, he takes us behind
buildings and along pathways none of
us have ever noticed before. He tells us
about the abandoned children’s ward,
how the walls are still covered in fiveyear-old’s crayon drawings. He knows
everything about the history of McLean,
right up from the time it was built as
an insane asylum in 1818. He shows us
a backroom where there used to be a
bowling alley decades ago and tells us
how patients used to go horseback riding through the surrounding forests. He
walks us past buildings, pointing out the
one that houses the country’s largest collection of human brains, and another
that houses hundreds of monkeys the
researchers experiment on.
When winter hits, he takes us
through the tunnels. Before the hospital
was built, they dug out a maze of ditches
that would serve as underground tunnels connecting all the buildings on the
grounds. The tunnels are unbearably hot
and steamy in some places, and frigid in
others. Hissing pipes run along the ceilings and flickering overhead lights cast
a dramatic yellowy-orange hue on the
walls, which are dirt in places, brick in
others. In one stretch of tunnel there’s a
barber shop for the wealthier adult patients, while other stretches are seldom
traveled. It seems impossible to find
your way around without getting lost.
Dead-ends and corners lurk at about every 15 or 30 feet, and there are no signs
to guide you or denote which doors lead
where. The tunnels are at once creepy
and calming, and as you walk through
them, you feel like you’re in an old horror film.
Aside from these walks and my fas-
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cination with all the stories the hospital
holds, all the famous artists and musicians who lived and even died here,
there isn’t much to distract me from
the feeling that nothing is ever going to
get better. I still don’t understand how I
continue to bear each day feeling only
alternating sensations of melancholy
hopelessness and animalistic panic, but
I had no other choice.
This cycle goes on for about a month.
Then one day Todd walks into group
therapy with his shiny bald head and
piercing blue eyes. He specializes in
treating OCD and perfectionism, both
of which go along with eating disorders like smelly farts with the re-feeding
process. When I first start meeting with
him, we do this terrible, awful thing
called exposure therapy. He makes me
draw things with my eyes-closed or with
my left hand or in under thirty seconds

and then hangs them up on the walls
and leaves them there for a full week. We
do plenty of things like that, things that
defy every carefully constructed law my
compulsivity and perfectionism have
laid out for me in order of importance
and severity.
After a week of crumpling pages in
my notebook and leaving projects halffinished, Todd steps out of his role as
OCD specialist. He’s gained more insight into my condition than any of the
doctors or nurses. He starts giving me
long lists of homework assignments, but
they aren’t distractions; they’re art projects. He brings in pastels and all sorts
of colored paper, hands me a quote or
poem he’s scrawled out on a notepad,
and leaves me in a room for an hour,

my only instruction to create. When he
finds out I used to play guitar, he brings
in a tiny, plastic-stringed guitar that is
painfully out of tune. But it functions,
and he lets me keep it. He gives me lessons, introduces me to new bands and
songs, and tells me to start writing my
own. When I mention I used to practice
mindfulness with a teacher, he gives me
meditation CDs to listen to and tells me
to practice 30 minutes every day.
Eventually, Todd even gets permission to take me to the gym—a privilege
none of the other girls on the ward have
even heard of. I have a trainer who’s
meant to keep me from pushing myself
too hard, to keep me exercising mindfully rather than as a means of purging.
Of course all the mirrors lining the gym
walls make it difficult for me to resist
the urge to punish my body for all its
faults. It doesn’t help that the gym is just
a weight room with treadmills and elliptical machines. The exercise is mechanical, the room dark. There is no puzzle to
solve, no vertical dance and no breathtaking view as in rock climbing, which
to me is not only a sport but a lifestyle.
I never crave to be inside doing reps on
a Thursday afternoon, and it never puts
me in the alternate space I can sometimes access while climbing, a space in
which every moment flows seamlessly
into the next.
Like the other staff, Todd witnesses
my deep longing for the outdoors. However, he is the only one who decides to
grant me the freedom to get outside. I
eat my plates clean, participate in group
therapy, complete my homework, and in
return he unlocks the door to the outside world. He takes me on mindfulness walks, instructing me to focus on
the feeling of rain or snow falling on my
head, my breath, or the pace of my steps.
He finds places for me to sit outside and
meditate while he supervises from afar.
One time he picks out a large, mossy
rock and leaves me there to meditate for
20 minutes. I look out at the grounds,
which are verdant and carefully landscaped, giving the impression of a large
boarding school or college campus. I
never get over the intricacy of the red
brick buildings, the way the ivy crawl-

ing up all sides gives me the feeling they
hold all sorts of history that West Coast
architecture lacks. My hands grip the
rock at my sides, then run across its surface experiencing its rough, cool texture.
It takes me back to summer trips to Yosemite and Tahoe, the rush of exposure I
get when I’m 40 feet up on a rock face, in
the space where everything flows.
Entering the flow space is the closest I’ve come to spirituality. The outside
world falls away and your realm of consciousness shrinks to encompass only
your body and the rock. This is the space
in which the climb is just at your limit,
the moment in which you focus solely
on the next movement. The precarious
placement of your shoe rubber smearing
against the rock face, the exact notch you
are aiming for and the precise amount of
energy you have to exert to get there. Everything else quiets. You don’t hear your
friends yelling at you to keep going, you
don’t even hear your breath—if you’re
one of those lucky few who remember
to breathe. I use the memory of this
space to power my workouts, and when
I consider giving up on my third mile of
monotonous treadmill running, I imagine returning to the rock faces I’ve fallen
and bled on countless times, stronger
and more capable than before.
A gentle tap on my shoulder snaps
me back into the present—Todd letting
me know my 20 minutes are up. During
the walk back to my ward, Todd admits
he had me sit there because he knew
the rock would remind me of climbing,
something that hadn’t even crossed my
mind when I first sat down, crossed my
legs and centered my breath.
I don’t realize the shift until one of the
younger nurses, Chris, tells me during
a check-in that I seem different, better.
My instinctual reaction to this is a big fat
NO. I’m not better. Could not be better.
Every time someone predicts “better” in
my life, I take a sick sort of pride in successfully proving them wrong. But I’m
so shocked I have to think a minute before I can respond, and in that thinking
I realize he’s right. I’m talking to other
girls, investing in friendships. I’m smiling and laughing and making fart jokes
that drive the more serious doctors up a

wall. I’m participating in group meditation and group therapy instead of sitting
or lying there staring out the window
at the changing seasons, daydreaming
about the day I get to return home. Every day I write down things I’m grateful for and things I find beauty in. I title
them “For Asher,” because I can’t do
something so healing for myself when
I don’t feel I deserve it, but I never end
up sending them to him. They end up
being for me. I draw and journal on a
regular basis for the first time in years.
I play guitar and sing in a talent show
we hold, reveling in the sweet warmth I
feel when everyone demands an encore.
I’m enjoying the little things for the first
time in years.
One night it snows heavier than ever
before, and for some reason we’re let outside. The whole group of young women
is ecstatic with a giggly energy that cannot be subdued. It’s as though we forget
where we are and why we are here and
are for the first time able to experience a
night of joyous abandon as a group. We
build snowmen, run around in circles in
the front yard throwing snowballs and
collapse into the powder, spreading our
limbs wide to create outlines of angels.
The nurses watch from the porch, for
once turning a blind eye to the “exercise”
we’re not supposed to be partaking in.
In this moment I’m overwhelmed
with love for these girls. I want nothing
but happiness for them, and it breaks
my heart that they can’t see what I see in
them. Molly can’t see the way she makes
even the most depressed of us laugh hysterically at her sassy yet childish humor.
Erica won’t admit that her extraordinary
success and ambition inspires us to loft
our own goals. Ashley doesn’t know how
her tender embrace and soothing words
make us feel warm, safe and loved in the
loneliest of times. Alison is blind to how
her art blows everyone away to the point
of speechless awe. All they see in themselves is failure and fat. Too big. Too
much. Too loud. Too needy. The thing
we really are is too human for our own
liking. We want to be the manic pixie
dream girls you see in films, the starving
artists who live off of black coffee and
cigarettes.

What we are training to be, though,
are magicians. With every lost pound,
skipped meal or 15-mile run on an empty stomach, we are preparing for our final act. Every time we bend over a toilet
bowl, buy another pack of cigarettes or
lie about not being hungry, we shrink
along with our capacity to think of anything other than the ways in which we
could be better, prettier or more selfless.
And food. Constant obsessive thoughts
about food accompanied by immense
guilt, aching desire and stubborn resolve
to resist temptation demolish any effort
to be in the present. We perfect the use
of smoke and mirrors to deceive our
loved ones, the art of distractions and
aversions to disguise our sickness—we’re
always inventing new tricks to keep up
our sleeves. We’re slowly, painstakingly
teaching ourselves the art of disappearing.
One afternoon when I come back
from a meeting with my psychiatrist, all
the girls are abuzz in the group therapy
room. It takes a lot of effort to calm one
of them down enough for her to explain
to me what had just happened. Victoria,
with her toothpick legs, made a sprint
for it. She ran out into the snow in her
pink pajamas, two of the heavier nurses
stumbling after her. It’s all incredibly hilarious until a few days later when the
ambulance comes to take her to the ICU.
Given all of this, I can’t say why I’m
still shocked when I read about her
death on Facebook this past summer.
I badly want to post some testament to
her character, describing how she lit up
a room upon entering it and how every
one of the Klarm Farm (our nickname
for the Klarman ward) girls would miss
her. After fumbling for a while over my
words, I realize I can’t write anything
nice about her that isn’t a blatant lie. It
doesn’t take me long to figure out this
isn’t because there’s nothing nice to say
about Victoria, but rather because by the
time I met her she wasn’t herself anymore. She was too far gone. While she
was busy refusing to swallow anything,
her sickness swallowed her whole. q
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Irish not-so Catholic
The Catholic Church’s powerful legacy
lives on in the schoolrooms of Ireland.

C

ounty Cavan, a
small, quiet region
in the northern part
of Ireland, is known
for its bucolic green
fields and rolling
hills dotted with
sheep and cattle. It is also known for
having been a hotbed of clerical sexual
abuse in the 1980s and 90s.
Father Brendan Smyth (pictured
above), perhaps the most notorious
pedophile priest, stated in 1994 that
“over the years of religious life it could
be that I have sexually abused between
50 and 100 children...that number
could be doubled or perhaps even
more.” Smyth’s behavior, and the behavior of others like him, was kept secret by other members of the Catholic
Church, who have admitted that they
dealt with Smyth’s “problem” by assigning him to different communities
every few years, in hopes of preventing any long-lasting ties with families
and children. Consequently, Smyth
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Article By Sophia Skelley
was shuffled around different parishes,
and his trail of abuse crossed communities in Ireland and the United States.
Smyth’s abuse was some of the most
egregious among Catholic priests.
However, state-ordered investigations
found tens of thousands of cases of
sexual abuse of children in Ireland
from the 1940s to the 1980s.
Despite the time that has passed,
many in Ireland still grapple with the
abuse scandals that ravaged the country. Small, rural communities like
County Cavan—where Smyth took
shelter while on the run in 1991—were
particularly rocked by their priests’
indiscretion. Over the past 30 years,
church attendance has dropped nearly
seventy percent nationwide. A country
that was once characterized by its devoted Catholic citizens now has a much
less pious population. But as religious
affiliation is in decline throughout the
West, it’s not clear if Ireland’s disillusionment with Catholicism is in reaction to the Church’s sexual abuse scan-

dals or just part of a global trend.
To explore this more deeply, I spoke
with eight college students in Ireland,
all around the age of 20. Many, like
Bill Carton, Laura Conway and Alex
Sherry, expressed discontentment
with the Church’s power over Ireland’s
schools. Others, like Niamh Plunkett,
Conor Kinahan, Niamh McNamara
and Roísín Cleary discussed their relationship with Catholicism and how it
differs from that of their parents. Generally, they all support a more secular
approach to education in Ireland, but
still have reservations about breaking
ties with the church.
This is unsurprising given Ireland’s
religious history. The Irish War of
Independence divided Northern Ireland—predominantly Protestant—and
the Republic of Ireland, which is almost
entirely Catholic. This marked the end
of British occupation in the Republic
of Ireland, and subsequently, the Irish
people gained religious freedom. Prior
to the war, Irish Catholics were subject

to discriminatory penal laws. But from
1921 onwards, Irish citizens were able
to practice their faith free of persecution. Consequently, Ireland’s national
identity is deeply interwoven with its
faith.
Irish millennials like the ones I
spoke with assert that even though
church attendance may be declining,
Catholicism and Irish nationalism
are inherently tied together, and that
bond won’t be easily broken. Besides
the historical factors, I learned from
the people I spoke with that in Ireland,
people’s sense of community is tied to
the Church. The nature of the Irish
Catholic Church is intensely local.
In Ireland, your parish is your community. Róisín Cleary said, “I nearly
would have listed mass as one of my
hobbies as a child.” Almost all children are altar servers at some point,
and many sing in the choir. Activities
within the sphere of the Church are an
integral part of social life in Ireland.
Almost everyone has a traditionally
Catholic wedding, for example. Even
funerals are celebrated in a strictly
Catholic way. Niamh McNamara, a
twenty-year-old college student from
Galway, recounted that when a family friend passed away, the community
put together a traditionally Catholic
funeral, even though the man was a
practicing Buddhist. She also told me
that she planned to get married in the
Catholic Church and have a traditional wedding, though she only goes to
church a few times a year.
Even if they look at these practices
as more obligatory than spiritual, many
young Irish people feel some kind of
spirituality, even if it often doesn’t
fit into the confines of Irish Catholicism. Conor Kinahan said, “Of course
we should discuss the shortcomings
of religion, but it also makes people
feel less shitty about the inevitability
of death.” The shortcomings he refers
to are primarily centered around the
Church’s involvement with Ireland’s
schools. Kinahan describes the number of denominational schools in the
country as a “hape of shit.” In gentler
terms, the others I spoke with agreed.

Niamh Plunkett said that the
Church “got used to having control
over Ireland in the 50s and 60s” and
now, “they refuse to admit that they
don’t have the right to get a say anymore.” Many are frustrated with the
Church’s reluctance to release their
grip on the country’s schools. Laura
Conway said “the only reason primary
schools are Catholic is because they
get more funding and you can’t get
your kids in a good school unless you
baptize them. Then they can brainwash them for eight whole years,” adding, “I disagree with it so much.”
And yet, despite this sentiment, 90
percent of the country’s schools are
still under the patronage of the Catholic Church. When public opinion departs drastically from the status quo,
either the status quo changes or the
public’s anger will rise. In Ireland, the
status quo still stands. But resentment
against the Church is certainly on the
rise.
First, there is the problem of discriminatory acceptance policies. It is
extremely difficult for a child to get
into a Catholic school if they are not
baptized. This means that the children of tax-paying, non-Catholic citizens are repeatedly relegated to school
waiting lists and are sometimes forced
to attend below-average schools on
account of their faith, as the few nonCatholic schools that do exist are of
significantly poorer quality. And, as
Plunkett notes, “it’s not like the parents
are choosing to send them to a Catholic school; it’s just that the local public
school is Catholic and in some places
the next school could be a 20-minute
drive away.”
In addition to discriminatory acceptance policies, Catholic schools
also have a narrow curriculum. Bill
Carton states that “the only views I
was ever taught on abortion and euthanasia were Catholic ones.” Niamh
McNamara had a science teacher who
skipped her textbook’s chapter on evolution altogether.
“You’re simply not allowed to do
that,” McNamara told me.
The Church’s influence on educa-

tion affects the nation’s sex education programs as well. McNamara’s
sex ed consisted of a two-hour class
at 11-years-old, outside school hours
and taught by an external instructor. It
did not include any information about
forms of contraception. At age 16, she
took another one-off class where the
teacher focused mainly on the risks
of pregnancy. Niamh Plunkett had a
similar curriculum. Her teachers did
discuss contraception but “were not
allowed to recommend any method.”
Despite their frustration with the
Church’s role in education, the Irish
people I spoke with didn’t express negative feelings about the Church itself.
In some ways, their sentiments were
similar to my own. Being the youngest child, my family seemed to let out
a collective sigh of relief at my confirmation—a box had been checked.
And although we go to church every
so often, those mornings feel hollow
and meaningless, a skeletal experience
compared to what Sunday Mass was
when my parents were young. This
seems to be the first step of a larger
trend in Western countries.
But Ireland’s rapid decline in faith
has larger ramifications. Unless there’s
a sudden revival of faith, it’s unlikely
that the church will maintain their
position of power. The legalization of
divorce in 1996 and same-sex marriage in 2015 both suggest that Ireland
is swinging to the left. Young people
have clearly influenced Ireland’s social legislation. The question, then, is
whether the Irish Catholic Church will
evolve with the country’s millenials or
remain staunch in their ways and lose
support from a large group of the Irish
population. q
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Islam in
America’s
Christian
Mecca
Article by Sara Fleming
Illustration by Anna Gilbertson

H

is deep voice is startling and entrancing.
For me, anyway. For
the others gathered
here, it’s expected. He
projects confidently
into the silence of the room, words
bouncing off the walls in a drawn-out
melody somewhere between chant and
song. Nearly 100 people are jammed
in the relatively small room. Together,
they stand, bow, kneel, bow and stand
again in response to him. But after a
while, I realize that it’s not his voice
that’s important—it’s the words themselves, or the communal, physical response to them or maybe something
I can never quite know, that marks its
sacredness.
This room is a sparsely-furnished,
brightly-lit carpeted space in a modest
building just past I-25, due west. It is
the only mosque in Colorado Springs.
I am on the visitors’ side of the room,
watching the Friday juma service
through a glass door as people filter
in and out. Some are dressed in formal
prayer robes, others in business attire,
on their lunch breaks from work. All
have taken off their shoes to stand on
the prayer rug. Children fiddle with
their socks, mimic the movements of
older congregation members or jump
on their fathers’ backs as they try to
kneel down in worship. It is both a casual and serious affair. Bilal Mohammed, the leader of today’s service, talks
about devotion to God and teaching
children the foundational stories and
lessons of Islam. His sermon is fastpaced, loud and excited. “Allah does
not need us, he created us to worship
him. But we need Allah, and he continually gives to us.”
The Muslims in Colorado Springs
are a small but devoted community.
Most of the members of the congregation are immigrants from Muslim-majority countries who moved to Colorado Springs in various waves after the
mid-1980s. They came largely for jobs
in the tech industry, but more recently,
a few students have come for college at
UCCS and CC. There are also a small
number of American-born congrega-

tion members who grew up practicing
Islam or who converted later in life.
The congregation is probably more
diverse than any church in Colorado
Springs. Ammar Naji, professor of Arabic at Colorado College and a practicing Muslim, estimates that their
mosque houses members of at least 80
different nationalities and speakers of
15 to 20 different languages.
“What you see in here—the constellation of these different groups—is
a mark of the miracle of this religion,”
he says. For Naji, Islam is a unifying

Children fiddle
with their
socks, mimic
the movements
of older
congregation
members or jump
on their fathers’
backs as they try
to kneel down in
worship.

power, the religion that has brought
together people across tribal, ethnic,
racial and national lines throughout
history.
After the service, the mosque
erupts in a roar of jovial conversation
as people greet each other, catching up
as they walk out, others finishing individual worship, shaking hands with
Mohammed, the speaker. Everyone
seems to know each other. It is entirely
friendly, welcoming and accepting.
It seems that Muslims lead largely
happy lives here in Colorado Springs,

the city nicknamed “America’s Christian Mecca.” There are, of course, daily
challenges for any religious minority
in any society. But in an age where the
Republican presidential nominee has
proposed banning all Muslims from
entering the country, the challenges
facing Muslims in the United States
are especially steep. American Muslims are so often misrepresented, targeted, or, especially in this conservative bubble, completely ignored. There
is a double standard that erases that
story of peace and community and
replaces it uniformly with a story of
violence and extremism. As a result, it
is this national story that we all know:
September 11, 2001. United
States. Two hijacked commercial
airline flights crash into the World
Trade Center in New York City, another into the Pentagon. 2,996 people are dead; over 6,000 are injured.
I hesitate to mention this story first
because its narrative is overwrought,
its backstory is terrifyingly misunderstood and its aftermath so horrific and
complex it is almost unbelievable. It
should go without saying that acts of
terrorism and mass violence are not
representative of Islam as a whole, and
certainly not of the Muslims in Colorado Springs. But nonetheless this is
an essential story to address, precisely
because it is the most well-known and
poorly understood. 9/11 is used to
frame the way Islam is represented in
America, but hardly ever from the perspectives of Muslims themselves.
Arshad Yousufi is a spokesperson
for the Islamic Society of Colorado
Springs, which operates the mosque
and promotes its weekly services to
Muslims in the area. “The thing that
changed the perception of Muslims in
America was 9/11,” he says. “People
didn’t care too much about us before
then. But after that… [people started]
basically blaming all the Muslims for
9/11. We had people who were harassed at work and women harassed
in malls, high school students and college kids were harassed—people calling them terrorists and stuff.”
To be clear, prejudice against Islam
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didn’t just pop up out of nowhere after
the attacks. Peter Wright, CC professor of Religion and a scholar in Islamic
Studies, emphasizes that the foundations of Islamophobia lie deep. “You
cannot rule out the fact that many
Muslims are people of color…Islamophobia is connected to “race, class, foreignness,” Wright said. “It’s a religion
that [people] don’t understand, even
though there’s far more commonality
than difference. What is focused upon
is exaggerated differences, and they
are made to be sinister.”
Those differences are made to be
sinister in part because most people
only ever hear about Islam when a
threat to America rises in a Muslimmajority country—for example, the
hostage crisis at the American embassy in Tehran during the 1979 Iranian
Revolution. The events we hear about
have been the fuel for an American
ideology that blames the entirety of
a religion—comprised of 1.5 billion
people across the world—for problems
created by a relative few.
9/11 was simply the most startling and tragic of these events. In
the months that followed and to this
day, Muslims suffered blatant discrimination and a drastic spike in hate
crimes—from around 30 incidents
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per year nationwide to 481 reported
incidents in 2001, according to the
FBI Unified Crime Report. Colorado
Springs saw no violent attacks or legally prosecutable crimes against Muslims, but smaller incidents abounded.
According to Yousufi, Muslim
women face the brunt of discrimination. They are more easily identifiable
because they often wear a hijab.
Feda Elwazeir was raised in Denver
by Muslim parents, both immigrants
from Palestine. She moved to Colorado Springs to get her masters’ degree,
met her husband and is now raising
three kids in the city. Elwazeir started
wearing a hijab five years ago. For her,
it is a symbol of her commitment to
God. For Islamophobes, however, it is
a loaded garment, a signifier that promotes hatred and fear.
“Sometimes you feel it,” Elwazeir
said. “Sometimes people look at you
a little funny; sometimes they look
at you like they’re really scared,” she
laughs. “And you know, you kind of
just smile and say ‘hi.’ How you carry
yourself in public is a big part of how
people react to you. If I don’t have my
kids with me it’s a little bit harsher than
when I do. They look scared, afraid to
say something to me. They don’t even
smile.”

But on the whole, Elwazeir is optimistic about her life in the Springs.
“Even though we live in a predominantly Christian city, I’ve always felt
like people have always been kind,
they’ve always reached out, they’ve always wanted to know more about Islam
and our community,” she says. “Many
people have visited the mosque, we’ve
given speeches and lessons at churches
around the city, and through that outreach, we can help to clear misconceptions, prejudice and racial discrimination that come along with all of this
negativity.”
Muslims in Colorado Springs have
seen significant success at building
a community with Christian or nonreligious neighbors. In the days following 9/11, a group of locals, mostly
from more progressive, tolerant Christian churches in Colorado Springs, organized outside of the mosque to show
solidarity. And, even after other attacks throughout the years, they have
repeatedly received messages of support from locals.
Churches soon began inviting Yousufi to explain the basics of Islam to
their congregations. “Europeans have
a long history of colonization of Muslim countries, so they tend to know
more about Islam,” Yousufi explains.

“Americans tend to know nothing
about Islam. So what I want to do is
give them the basics and say: this is
what Islam is about. Basically the idea
was to reassure people about Islam to
realize that 9/11 was an aberration.”
Yousufi thinks that he must have
visited 50 to 70 churches since 9/11.
Sometimes clearing up a very basic
misconception is all it takes. “I’ve been
told by people on several occasions
that I’m the first Muslim that they
have ever seen,” Yousufi says. Meeting
an actual member of a religion they
otherwise would have condemned of-

This does not mean
that global terrorism
in connection with
Islam isn’t a powerful
force and a serious
issue—both Yousufi
and Elwazeir take it as
such. The problem is
that many Americans
think there is a
tendency toward
extremism in the
nature of Islam and
only Islam.
ten helps dispel the notion that Islam
is evil.
Elwazeir echoes Yousufi’s sentiment. “We as Muslims have to deal
with [terrorist attacks] as they come
along,” she says. “It’s unfortunate that a
group of people has put it on the map.
But this racial prejudice has always
been around, and not just to Muslims. Many religions have faced this
throughout history, and unfortunately
Islam is under the spotlight right now.
Who knows for how long. We don’t

agree with what’s going on, this is not
what Islam is, and that is the message
we want to send to people. It just takes
a few who can spread to a few: saying
I’ve met a Muslim, I know them, I’ve
had coffee with them, I broke bread
with them. It helps clear the ignorance, clear the air and opens the floor
for discussion.”
However, there might be a limitation to these efforts. “Colorado
Springs is a divided city,” says Yousufi.
“There are folks that are willing to talk
to us and receive what we say. Then
there are the evangelist fundamentalists who just want to defame Islam…
We know there are people who don’t
like us and several of them are people
who won’t change their minds. There’s
nothing we can do about them.”
He is certainly right that there is a
prejudice towards non-Christian religions in American society that runs
deep. It is more blatant in certain communities, but it filters into the mainstream. While we claim we are a secular society, an American attachment
to Christianity creates a dangerous
double standard. Here’s another story,
an example close to home, to illustrate
just that:
November 23, 2015. Colorado
Springs. A white man, Robert Lewis
Dear, Jr., enters a Planned Parenthood clinic and begins shooting. After a five-hour police standoff, three
people are dead and nine are injured.
As of now, Dear has been pronounced delusional by a Colorado
judge and is being indefinitely held in
a mental institution. In Dear’s mind,
he was “saving the babies.” He was
motivated by a hardline anti-abortion
sentiment. According to an ex-girlfriend, he claimed to be an evangelical
Christian, yet clearly he ignored the
more peaceful, loving doctrines of the
Bible.
Of course, no reasonable person
would argue that Dear was living out
Christian values as understood by any
Christian, much less blame the entirety of the Christian religion for his
actions. There is a tacit understanding
that his mental instability disqualifies

him for being a genuine representative
of anyone’s beliefs.
But had Dear been Muslim and
committed the same act, the story
would be very different. Think of the
Orlando shooting—clearly the shooter
was motivated by hatred, homophobia
and severe mental instability. He, too,
claimed a religious motivation, citing
alliance with ISIS, although the CIA
found no evidence for this claim. Yet
this attack is labeled as a terrorist attack and used as justification for attacks against Islam as a whole.
There are some who would argue
that Islam is more easily perceived
as violent because of aspects of the
Qur’an that seem to promote jihad, or
holy war, which ISIS claims it is waging. The doctrinal differences between
Christianity and Islam are complex,
but it’s fair to say that both the Bible
and the Qur’an have passages that seem
oppressive and self-contradictory. The
notion that people act radically according to Islam, while they do not do
so according to Christianity, is simply
false, both in a wider span of history
and in the present day. Yousufi points
to the organization Popular Front for
the Liberation of Palestine, founded by
a Christian and labeled as a terrorist
organization. This does not mean that
global terrorism in connection with
Islam isn’t a powerful force and a serious issue—both Yousufi and Elwazeir
take it as such. The problem is that
many Americans think there is a tendency toward extremism in the nature
of Islam and only Islam. But that is an
illusion propagated by a double standard: the impenetrable shield we have
set up to protect the majority-religion
and identity in our own society.
Colorado Springs is an interesting case study when it comes to the
question of what creates this illusion
and drives Islamophobia: is it the national Christian identity, race, history
or something else? While the Springs
is often pegged as a religious, conservative city, its particular brand of
religious conservatism is difficult to
articulate. There are the libertarian
stalwarts who have been here since the
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city’s beginnings. These are the rural
Coloradans who share a “hands-off ”
ideal, who continue to tote their guns
and love their freedom away in the
recently sprung quasi-metropolis (or,
rather, endless suburbia.) Then there
are the fundamentalist evangelicals to
whom Yousufi referred earlier. They
are called by divine order to the Lord’s
valley (That call, I suspect, was probably moderated through one of the ultra-socially-conservative “parachurch”
policy promoters like Focus on the
Family, which moved its headquarters
here in 1993, or one of the 81 different religious organizations that followed). There are those who work in
the military and defense industry—the
Springs is home to both an Air Force
and Army base, the Air Force Academy and several defense manufacturing
companies. And either emerging from
some conglomerate of its various conservative sects, or out of some mysterious unrelated ideological background,
are those on board the Trump Train,
riding full steam ahead to the longawaited future they’ve anticipated, one
in which their own American identity
is reclaimed—against the odds—from
all “other” races, religions and nationalities who have integrated into the
framework of the nation.
I suspect it is the Trump supporters who are most worrisome. His campaign seems to have sparked an uptick
in violence, with hate crimes toward
Muslims at a record high since 2001
nationwide (though in Colorado, interestingly, the rate has decreased).
Obviously, politicians, media pundits
and random racist uncles have been
spewing threats toward Muslims long
before Trump’s campaign, but the
election cycle has made Islamophobia more broadly acceptable. Beyond
his initial threat to ban all Muslims,
Trump has continually made sweeping, discriminatory pronouncements.
By the time this magazine has gone to
print, he’ll probably already have said
even more inflammatory, unthinkable
things.
Elwazeir and Yousufi both expressed worry and contempt for
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Trump, (though they don’t take his
prospects of winning very seriously). “When I speak to other Muslim
friends,” Elwazeir says, “some people
have said, if he becomes president, I
have to find another place to go live.”
Amongst those who are serious
about things such as banning all Muslims from the country, there seems to
be more than a lack of understanding
of Islam. “As we have become a multicultural society, people who have been
at the margins have come forward and
wanted to be recognized,” Wright says.
“Then there has been a segment of the
population who has felt threatened by
that and been drawn to ideologies that
offer them reassurance that they’re
okay, that they’re saved and right with
God.”
According to Yousufi, as a result,
“People feel frightened when they see
a woman wearing a hijab. Instead of

The common roots of Christianity
and Islam, paradoxically, might create
a falsified sense of difference. Perhaps
they are also key to understanding acts
of violence justified by faith. One of
the most famous stories in both religions may give us a clue:
Circa 1700 BCE. Moriah. Abraham is commanded by God to sacrifice his son, Isaac. Abraham prepares
to do so, with the complete intention
of carrying it out, but at the last moment God offers a ram to sacrifice in
Isaac’s place. Zero (human) casualties.
Abraham is known as the “Father
of Faith” because three of the world’s
most influential religions (Judaism, Islam and Christianity) trace their roots
to him. He is a central figure in the
Old Testament and the Qur’an.
The 19th century Danish philosopher Soren Kierkegaard wrote a book

The common roots of Christianity and
Islam, paradoxically, might create a
falsified sense of difference. Perhaps
they are also key to understanding acts
of violence justified by faith.
becoming educated about it, we don’t
go there because of fear. Fear cuts off
rationality… once you stop thinking
and asking for evidence and recognizing difference, you’re done. You cannot work your way through problems.”
Where does this defensive impulse
to protect one’s own identity come
from? Yousufi has a theory: “There
seems to be a fear that Islam is similar
to Christianity. If it was something like
Hinduism and Buddhism it wouldn’t
bother them. Because Islam has so
many similar beliefs and practices, I
think it scares them more. So they go
out of their way to try and pick up stuff
that’s out of context or under superstition to try to blame.”

agonizing over the story of Abraham
and Isaac. The trouble that drove his
obsession was that the story doesn’t
make any sense at all. There is no rational explanation for Abraham’s actions. If someone today killed their
son and justified it by saying that God
commanded them to do it, we would
dismiss this person in a similar manner as we have Robert Dear: insane,
deluded, dangerous. But instead Abraham is a hero, someone who is lauded
as an example of devotion to God. He
will certainly not be forgotten by humanity in the foreseeable future. Why?
Kierkegaard comes to the conclusion that Abraham is a true “man of
faith.” To have faith is to be an indi-

vidual who moves from the seemingly
logical order of society to emerge from
its comfortable mundanity into an individual confrontation with God. Apparently, this is no easy task. Hence the
title of the book: “Fear and Trembling.”
The mainstream versions of the
Abrahamic religions don’t really emphasize this kind of faith. They instead
promote a casual acceptance that God
is there and that He will be involved in
your life in some way. But I think the
shocking nature of Abraham’s story
has played a role in making these religions what they are: similar not only
in their teachings, but in their extremist forms.
Think of the word “Fundamentalism.” Literally, it refers to one who
takes the word of a sacred text or of
some religious authority’s interpretation literally. This definition can apply
to some evangelical Christians’ hardline stance against same-sex marriage
as much as it might apply to some
Muslims’ enforcing aspects of Sharia
law. In both cases, it can all too easily slip into calls for violence. In each
religion, there is room for a believer to
cross the line from everyday love and
kindness and use religion to motivate
or justify something inexplicable and
tragic. Perhaps this is not unrelated to
the sentiment promoted by Abraham,
that “faith” can manifest in a test from
God, asking one to commit an unspeakable act. These people—the 9/11
bombers, Robert Lewis Dear Jr., ISIS—
are, like Abraham, radical individuals.
While it’s questionable whether their
actions are rooted in faith, they aren’t
representative of their entire religious
communities. Yet forces of fear, prejudice and protection of our own identity too often lead us to associate them
as such.
All three of these stories involve
someone committing an act of violence, and all from a proclaimed motivation of faith and command from
God. Yet the real common bond is
that none of these stories, told in what
seems to be objective, factual form are
entirely “true.” They are stories that society tells us, and eventually, they be-

come stories we tell ourselves. We can’t
avoid doing this. Making sense of the
world and our lives through some sort
of narrative arc seems essential to our
social and psychological survival. But
we should tread with care. Yousufi’s efforts to dispel prejudice against Islam
by telling its story from his perspective
are emblematic of this: we can’t accurately judge what we perceive to be
true until it is held up against another
narrative. So we should pay attention
to the stories that are often less told,
and the way they intersect. If we do
not, we risk that ignorance will turn
into fear, and fear will turn into violence. The greatest danger is that the
stories we tell ourselves will be stories
told in isolation. q
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Thinking
Toward God
The many voices of Shove
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omewhere near Crestone, CO there is a
hexagonal room containing a hexagonal
skylight, a Steinway
grand piano and several
paintings resembling photos of galactic infinities, their colorful dots blurring into one another like the burning
edges of stars. In September 2015, the
room hosted me and a six-sided circle
of my peers to discuss existentialism.
In early November, I was back again,
improvising sustained chords in the
key of F on the smooth Steinway. A
few others were trying their hands at
several portable percussion instruments: xylophones, vibraphones,
wood blocks, a rain stick. The lights
were low, and the night wind howled
through the ventilation system as we
played. We were facilitated by visitor
and musician Peter May, whose only
instruction was that we let the music
grow and die as organically as possible. Many rounds took place, to give
airtime to any of the 40 students and
four Shove Chapel staff who wanted to
produce freeform sound in the dark.
I was the first to take advantage of
the piano (my instrument of choice).
As I crescendoed and decrescendoed
across the arc of the music piece, the
keys barely visible beneath my fingers,
I thought of nothing but the notes that
reverberated through the room, seeming to echo in the massive Sangre de
Cristo range just beyond.
This activity was the beginning of
my exposure to spiritual life programming at Colorado College. There is
certainly a tip-toeing around the idea
of the spirit on campus, given that CC
is a widely secular liberal arts institution.
Shove Chapel was built in 1930, and
mandatory chapel was a weekly occurrence until 1956, when it was eliminated by student petition. Since then,
the Shove leadership has gradually
adapted to the complex spiritual needs
of the Colorado College community.
There is now a vast range of traditional religious offerings—Catholic Mass,

weekly Tibetan Buddhist meditation,
celebration of Hindu holidays, Shabbat
dinner every Friday—along with nontraditional programming that allows
room for wandering, like the annual
Baca block break retreat to Crestone’s
various spiritual communities. As the
student and faculty bodies diversify in
almost every way imaginable, so does
the notion of spiritual exploration.
Kate Holbrook has witnessed much
of that change in the last 11 years.
For one thing, Holbrook noticed that
students seem to be both busier and
more anxious than they were when
she started. As chaplain, her job is
to counsel those grappling with difficulty—including grief, identity and
the demands of a rigorous college experience—and to foster community
around spirituality. For six-and-a-half
years she has practiced Qi Gong, an ancient heart-centered meditation which
teaches that the body’s electromagnetic fields can be cultivated for calmness
and grounding. She now leads an adjunct on the practice.
“I think of my spirituality as a living conversation, not simply an intellectual exercise. For the record, I never
imagined I would come back to academia,” said the UC Berkeley graduate,
munching on sunflower seeds as she
spoke to me in her sea foam-colored
office in the back of the chapel. “It felt
so disembodied to me. Then I realized
I could change it by bringing people
together in community.” She believes
the focus of a scholarly environment
such as CC is not idleness, nor contemplation, nor even self-reflection.
There is hardly any time for it, and
Holbrook certainly felt the same way
when she was in college, even without
the restrictions of the Block Plan. She
now seeks to encourage students to incorporate their academic learning into
a kind of personal knowing that cannot be clearly defined.
The Chaplain’s Office is listed as a
confidential support resource, along
with the Counseling Center and Wellness Resource Center (WRC). Heather Horton, Director of the WRC, is a

decade-long colleague of Holbrook.
Horton sees their work as closely related. “In the rest of the world, most
ideas about wellness include ones of
spiritual wellness. The Chaplain’s Office encourages people to engage in
self-care, which is often minimized by
human beings in our society.”
It wouldn’t be a stretch to assert
that productivity is emphasized over
wellness in our meritocratic culture.
Young people feel those high standards intensely. “Especially on college
campuses, we become overextended
and we focus on busyness rather than
just being,” Horton noted. This point
becomes particularly applicable to
those who are heavily-involved in the
community, while also earning an education. Many students have a desire
to affect social change, leaving less
room for personal health.
“There are a billion community
service opportunities, and as humans
we cannot be involved in all of them. If
we tried, we’d be doing a disservice to
ourselves and to others,” Horton noted. “Activism is something that can be
very draining, so we must make sure
that we’re involved in work that really
feeds us.”
I asked Holbrook if she has witnessed a change in wellness for the
people she’s engaged with as chaplain.
“There is stability, strength and comfort to be found in spirituality, and I’ve
seen it be very beneficial for students
to find a way to, sort of, come home to
themselves, and then connect to something outside of themselves,” she said.
“I also know that it isn’t for everyone,
and that’s okay. For some people, it
is very difficult to sit down and think
about spirituality and religion, because
it might mean they have to reckon with
disparity or grief. Ultimately, it can be
empowering or disempowering.”
Kobi Chumash, Coordinator of
Jewish Life, reiterated that Chaplain’s
Office programs are wholly optional. We spoke over coffee and eggs at
Wooglin’s one morning. In addition to
overseeing the campus Hillel chapter,
which is part of an international or-
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ganization for Jewish college students,
Chumash is a professor of Hebrew.
“The philosophy behind it is inclusion. We encourage students who have
nothing to do with Judaism to come
and join—no questions, no judgement—and I think everyone is very
welcoming.”
When Adele Moss (‘14) first arrived at Colorado College, she felt a
need to share all of herself, including her Jewish upbringing. It took her
some time to find the space to do so,
but once she did, she became an intern
for the Chaplain’s Office. Now, a few
years after graduating, she is its official Program Coordinator, with her
own office in the back of the Interfaith
House. She shared with me part of her
story:
“When I started college, I was
dealing with big questions around
loss, death and God. It was a very internal process for a while. Then, I noticed that older students involved with
Shove seemed to have the language to
talk about deep, important things that
were quiet and unshared within me.
There was something that was drawing
me into it. I was swept up into something outside myself, and I decided to
go along for the ride.”
I asked about her relationship with
the Chaplain’s Office staff, who were
once simply mentors, but are now
colleagues, too. “Kate is particularly
gifted at protecting the tenuous state
of students’ spiritual life within the
academic world,” she said. “That’s the
beauty of an interfaith chaplaincy: it
creates a community that is united,
despite differences.” Moss stressed
how important it was that she was able
to talk openly about her Jewish background, especially with Chumash and
others in Hillel. “Students can become
grounded in where they came from,
and thereby become part of a larger
global knowledge.”
Chumash is the only person within
the Chaplain’s Office who solely coordinates activities for a single major religion. I asked what it’s like to be in his
position, serving the approximately
eight percent of the student body who
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identify as Jewish. “It changes every
year. It changes from the people that
are involved. There is the basic stuff,
and on top of the basics is the way we’ll
make changes. I will come to a program even if there are only three kids
at once that want to do something. It’s
not about the numbers.”
An essential component of Spiritual and Religious Life on this campus
is the close-knit community. Shove
Council, a lunchtime discussion held
every Wednesday in Sacred Grounds,
is often some combination of several
dozen familiar faces. Many have said
that Shove Council is a welcoming,
blissfully non-committal environment, and that their attendance allows
them to be vulnerable, thoughtful and
authentic among their peers. The philosophical conversation topics—for
example: what it means to be healthy,
whether a person is more than their
experiences—are chosen by the Spiral
Fellows, a group of student interns for
the Chaplain’s Office. One of them is
Lykkefry Bonde (‘17), a philosophy
major. I asked her how she became involved with spiritual life, and what her
participation has meant to her.
“My first year was very difficult…
I was feeling really down and I was
about to drop out of CC when Jaden
Hawkinson [Religion major, Class of
2015] came up to me and invited me
on the spiritual retreat [to Baca]. For
the first time, I felt like I was with people I could relate to. Shove provided
the intimate listening and friendship
that I was craving, and I was seen as a
person rather than just ‘that cool Danish freshman.’ If the rest of campus is
a turbulent sea, then Shove is like an
island.”
The aforementioned Jaden H. recently described Shove as a “mystery
school nestled within the institution,”
supplying a kind of education that
“has proved to be the most lasting and
influential as I navigate the world.”
While the Chaplain’s Office serves
students in monumental ways, it is
also frequently utilized by faculty
members. One of them is the wellliked and often-interviewed David

Gardiner, Religion professor and practicing Buddhist. As a scholar, he analyzes religion and spirituality critically, and as a human, he acknowledges
that there is “wisdom in the body...
Training the mind always happens in
a body. It’s called embodied cognition.
We can’t know anything without our
bodies. Your heart—which is mostly
nerve tissue—knows things, your gut
knows things. The vital organs in the
torso have just as much control over
your emotions as your brain does.”
Gardiner has some creative ideas
for how we might apply the concept
of the body’s wisdom to our advanced
intellectual learning. “We need to have
a model of learning here that is somehow more holistic. And by that, I don’t
necessarily mean ‘spiritual.’ I mean,
pausing for a few minutes after reading a text or poem, letting it sink in,
you know? There is so much that goes
on beneath the threshold of language.
The mind can only be at rest if the
body pulls out of its ordinary, structured purpose of doing and is simply
still.”
He and Holbrook are in the early
stages of collaborating on a new program called Contemplative Learning
and Integrative Practice, which will
aim to weave some amount of stillness into our courses that are marked
by the overwhelmingly fast pace of the
Block Plan. The hope is that students
will see some benefit to slowing down
and reflecting on what they know
apart from the reasoning tendencies of
their minds.
Another current Spiral Fellow, David Melone (’17), voiced with great articulation his insight on the character
of Spiritual and Religious Life in a primarily academic environment.
“Paradoxically, Shove exists without definition. In fact, it is a natural
counter-reaction to structure. At the
same time, I don’t think it’s punk or
rebellious because that would require
a certain kind of aggression. But there
is no intrinsic set of rules or ideas for
what is ‘proper’ spirituality.”
Melone and I spoke at the bench
that skirts the edge of the Labyrinth,

a walkable, circular maze of grey brick
north of the chapel. “There is agency
involved. You ask yourself: ‘When do
I start this? When does it become who
I am?’ Instead of waiting, you go after
it. Throughout the whole process you
have to talk to others. You can think as
far as you want toward God, but if you
don’t share it with anyone, it won’t be
very fruitful.”
Collective spirituality came up
again and again. Noticing that diversity enriches interfaith dialogue and
uplifts the campus and local communities, I became curious about the
cause-and-effect relationship between
students’ wellness and the community’s wellness. Horton summarized it:
“It’s next to impossible to be a well
individual in a community that is unwell,” she said. “We are interestingly
situated in that we’re located in Colorado Springs, which for most people
has a particular worldview associated
with it. There’s almost a pride in the
secularism that students tend to claim
hold of, creating some stigma around
spirituality on this campus,” she said.
“Anything that silences us is problematic. The ethics of how we interact
with one another inform our ideas
of meaning and purpose, in terms of
being connected to something bigger
than the self. The Chaplain’s Office has
facility in engaging in those conversations, connecting ethics with people’s
personal values.”
Besides providing a venue for international spiritual leaders and speakers in the 1980s and ‘90s, Shove also
provides the recently discontinued yet
wildly successful CC Soup Kitchen,
weekly Narcotics Anonymous meetings and open meditation sessions.
The chapel can be viewed as an architectural representation of nonconformity and change. While it may have
been built for strictly Christian services, it has adapted to the increasingly
critical minds that pass through it.
For many, the open chamber
prompts quiet contemplation on the
nature of reality itself and how we
might make meaning out of it, or opt

out altogether. Throughout time, human beings have chosen to come together and uplift one another as a survival mechanism, as much as they’ve
chosen to make enemies through dogma and violence. The CC Spiritual and
Religious Life Office inspires participants to consider themselves humble
in the grand scheme, and yet considerate of their own tangible impact on all
of life. In that way, it is anything but
separate from, or oppositional to, a
predominantly academic atmosphere.
The interconnectedness of knowledge
spiritual and secular is worth careful
attention as we stumble along from
birth to death.
I consider myself a skeptical scientist, and I think that science and
spirituality need not conflict with one
another indefinitely. My skepticism
can sometimes interfere with how I
process information, but my love of
discovery, observable truths and the
limitless potential to re-prove or disprove those truths is exactly what informs my sense of awe for the world.
As Holbrook so brilliantly stated, there
is possibility in spirituality, to “embrace what’s life-giving,” to “live our
ethics,” to “love ourselves more deeply.” It can bring belonging, clarity, less
stress and more hope—along with the
challenge of facing the darkest parts
of ourselves. We may never be able to
verify the existence of the spirit, or explain in empirical terms what happens
to our bodies and minds when we contemplate deeply, but perhaps for that
very reason, it is worth exploring. q
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Hello
Kimberly,
Goodbye
Kimberly

Dead identity thieves and the
people who love them.

Article by Catherine Sinow
Illustrations by Anna Cain
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LORI
KENNEDY
liked tea parties and animals. She was
a grown woman who thought Easy
Bake Ovens were cool, and she could
fly a powered parachute. Blake Ruff
was easygoing, tall with a receding
hairline, from a wealthy Texan family.
The two met at the Northwest Bible
Church in Dallas in 2003 and fell in
love.
One caveat: Lori refused to divulge
any information about her past. She
claimed she had a rough childhood,
that she had no living family and that
she had burned all her old photos.
Blake, being the kind of guy he was,
accepted this at face value. He asked
no additional questions.
“He does not have much of an inner monologue,” Blake’s brother-inlaw stated.
Blake’s family was close-knit and
had a lot of money; they belonged to
country clubs and sent their kids to
boarding school. So, naturally, the
warm Southern family was skeptical
of Lori’s refusal to discuss her past.
Blake’s mom, Nancy, wanted to put
an announcement in the paper when
he and Lori got married. Lori refused.
The two eloped, with only the preacher in attendance.
The couple moved to Leonard,
Texas, a run-down town with a population of about 2,000. Neighbors said
that Lori often walked the perimeter
of her 2-acre yard with her head down
and never wanted to socialize. Blake
recalled that Lori took medication for
either ADHD or Tourette’s.
Lori worked as a mystery shopper,
or someone employed by a retailer to
pose as a customer in order to evaluate the service. She was also part of a
group called Texas Business Women.
According to the website, “TBW’s mission is to enhance women’s personal
and professional skills through technology, networking and advocacy.”
Lori wanted a child, badly. She

miscarried several times, which later
led the Ruff family to believe she was
older than she claimed. In 2008, Blake
and Lori had a baby through in vitro
fertilization. That’s when things got
worse. Lori refused to let her in-laws
hold her daughter, or even be in the
same room with her. She complained
about the in-laws nonstop, but she still
feverishly researched their genealogy
and secret family recipes.
Eventually the tensions grew so
strong that Blake filed for divorce and
moved back to Longview, Texas with
his parents. Blake and Lori met with
a pastor for “marriage therapy,” which
failed because Lori refused to disclose
anything. She began sending threatening emails to the Ruffs and created a
“ruckus” at a custody exchange—no
further details are available on what
kind of scene that was. Lori’s neighbors would later report that she and
her daughter were looking unusually
thin. One day, Lori tried to steal the
Ruff ’s house keys, so the family filed a
cease and desist order. On December
24 2010, Lori pulled her car into the
Ruff ’s driveway and shot herself in the
head. Blake’s dad found her when he
went outside to get the paper.
Miles Darby, Blake’s in-law, busted
into Lori’s house, but not before calling
the police to join him. “I didn’t know
if [the house] was booby trapped,” he
said.
The group found dirty dishes and
laundry everywhere, and the crib was
soiled. No word on whether the daughter was there or not, but she is still
alive today. The first thing they went
for was a lockbox in the attic labelled
“crafts.” Blake had never touched it, as
instructed. Miles cracked open the box
with a screwdriver. That’s when they
found an ID card and birth certificate
in the name Becky Sue Turner.
The Ruffs consulted several private
detectives who soon revealed that Lori
Erica Ruff was not born as Becky Sue
Turner. A narrative began to surface:
a girl named Becky Sue was born in
California in 1969, lived until the age
of two, and died in 1971 in a house fire

in Fife, WA, along with two sisters.
Seventeen years later, Lori learned of
the dead girl and decided to take her
identity. Lori requested Becky’s birth
certificate in Bakersfield, CA in May
1988. In June, Lori obtained an Idaho
state ID in Boise. Although she always
kept Becky Sue Turner as her birth
identity, she later, for reasons unknown, sought a legal name change.
In Dallas, sometime during July ‘88,
she changed her name from Becky Sue
Turner to Lori Erica Kennedy.
Lori then applied for her first social
security card, which was feasible because back then, people received their
numbers around the time of their first
job, rather than at birth. Lori earned a
Texas driver’s license in 1989, a GED
in 1990, and then attended Dallas
Community College. Someone who
knew her around this time said she
had worked as an exotic dancer. She
graduated from UT Arlington in 1997
with a degree in Business Administration. Her vague resume stated she
had worked in graphic design, tech
support and marketing. She claimed
to know a host of computer programs
and languages, including C. I showed
her resume to a software developer,
who said:
“C requires more skill and knowledge of programming concepts than
most of the other languages that are
widely used, but given that this person
included Powerpoint and Textpad on
their resume, I doubt they’re actually
any good at it.”
A lot of her resume is probably
false, considering how a letter of reference from “Roger Steinbeck” in the
lockbox turned out to be totally fabricated. It was written on stationery
from a five-star hotel in Thailand.
“Lori is an excellent worker, learns
quickly, pleasant manners, and very
productive...she was also a pleasant
tenant very quiet and considerate of
other tenants,” the letter reads. Roger’s
signature looks similar to the signature on Lori’s drivers license.
Also within the “crafts” box was a
piece of paper filled with incoherent
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scribblings. On it appeared phrases
like “402 months,” “N Holloyood police,” “Mountain Bell (3 hours less),”
plus the contact information of an attorney named Ben Perkins. Perkins,
who had been disbarred from the California bar in 1989, had no recollection
of Ruff. In fact, he said he’d never even
had a white client.
Lori had two suicide notes with her
in the car, one reading “To my wonderful husband,” and another for her
daughter, to be opened on her 18th
birthday. The Ruffs opened both letters immediately. The letters have not
been released to the public, but police
agreed that they were the ramblings of
someone with a serious mental illness.
More data came up. Lori had a mail
drop in Boulder City, Nev., which forwarded her mail to Dallas. She didn’t
show up in any fingerprint and facial
recognition databases, and Becky Sue
Turner’s family didn’t know anything
about her. She had breast implants.
Joe Velling, a private detective on the
case, traced the serial number—fun
fact: breast implants have serial numbers—and it led back to “Lori Erica
Kennedy.” The trail was dead, but an
article was published in The Seattle
Times. This made Ruff an online sensation among true-life mystery fanatics. Then the case went cold for about
six years.
People had a lot of theories: she
was a KGB spy, she was in the mafia,
she had escaped from a cult. Some
people thought that her use of a gun
as a suicide weapon suggested that
she was a trained assassin. She loved
Cuban food—does this mean she was
from Florida? Some even said that her
death was faked or that she was born
male. People online suggested a canon
of missing people that Lori could have
been. Some thought she was Cynthia
Perry, a girl from North Carolina
whose single, ambiguous photo looked
similar to Lori. Another possibility
was Jennifer Wictor, a girl from Arizona who would have sort of looked like
Lori if she had undergone rhinoplasty
to shave off at least half her nose.
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Lori wasn’t so much of an identity
thief as she was a “ghoster.” Rather
than regular identity theft, which involves stealing identities to open credit cards or some other criminal end,
ghosting involves totally abandoning
an old identity and jumping into a new
one, long term. This was a feasible
practice before technology enabled officials to rapidly cross-check birth and
death certificates. The practice was
even more feasible before the Social
Security System, when people didn’t
need documents to register their own
existence. Who knows how many people wandered around in the good old
days, inventing new identities as they
pleased?
Lori definitely knew what she was

aware of any cross-referencing across
state lines...occasionally you will read
stories of people who get caught pulling off a ‘paper trip.’ In almost all instances the person was using the birth
certificate of a person who had been
born and died in the same county.”
The book then goes into extreme
detail on how to request someone else’s
birth certificate, every place where you
can do so, and at what cost.
If you try to steal an identity today,
you’ll likely be caught. If you do manage to make the switch, detective work
might catch you after the fact. Yet with
the Internet in its fullest force, doing a
lot of good but also publicly humiliating people on an unprecedented scale,
new identities are something people

People had a lot of theories: she was a KGB spy, she
was in the mafia, she had escaped from a cult. Some
people thought that her use of a gun as a suicide
weapon suggested that she was a trained assassin.
She loved Cuban food—does this mean she was from
Florida? Some even said that her death was faked or
that she was born male.

doing when she changed her name
twice. One resource she might have
consulted was “The Paper Trip,” a ‘70s
booklet detailing a few ways to assume
a new identity to avoid “Big Brother.”
“Classic paper tripping involves the
use of a birth certificate of a person
who died in infancy, or at an age before any ID was obtained in his name.
Because birth and death records have
never, until just recently in various areas, been cross-referenced, you can see
that the birth certificate of such a person could easily provide a ‘clean’ basis
for a new ID.”
The booklet continues: “The best
kind of birth certificate for use in the
classic paper trip will be that of a person who was born in one state but who
died in another. At present, we are not

need now more than ever.
That’s the thing about your identity: it holds all your positive attributes,
like your loved ones and resume. But
it also contains anything you need
to run from. And unless you want to
break the law, your core legal identity
is something you’re stuck with.
Luckily, those in need can use the
dark web to find identity brokers peddling their services for around $3000
a pop. For cheaper, you can also find a
lot of credit card numbers and PayPal
accounts for sale.
There are quite a few cases similar
to Lori’s. An unidentified man checked
into a Washington hotel under the
name Lyle Stevik in 2001 and hung
himself in his room. He had presumably borrowed his name from a char-

acter in Joyce Carol Oates’ “You Must
Remember This,” and nobody knows
his real name. An unidentified woman
was shot to death in an Arkansas hotel by her lover and alleged pimp; she
had previously used and been arrested
under the names Cheryl Ann Wick,
Shannon Wiley, Kelly Carr and Mercedes. Nobody knows her real name,
either. A man named Frédéric Bourdin, alive today, claims to have impersonated over 500 identities. He once
impersonated a missing teenager and
lived with the family for five months
before he was found out. Today, Bourdin has a family and claims to have
stopped impersonating.
But there’s one particular case that
bears uncanny similarities to Ruff ’s.
The two probably never knew one another, but both stole the identities of
dead children. They both lived regular lives for decades under their fake
names and their identity theft was
only uncovered after they committed
suicide by gunshot. And both were eccentric. The one we have yet to meet
called himself Joseph Newton Chandler III.
Chandler worked as an electrical
engineer in the Cleveland area and
didn’t really talk to people.
Coworkers described him as unusual. He had supposedly built a device that played white noise so he could
work in peace. Once he drove all the
way from Ohio to Maine to go to an
LL Bean. There were no spaces in the
parking lot, so he turned around and
drove home. The drive from Cleveland
to Freeport takes about 11 hours. According to Reddit user JamesRenner
who conducted his own small investigation, Chandler once showed up at
a hospital with penile lacerations from
attempting to masturbate with a vacuum cleaner.
With all this on the table, someone
could easily armchair diagnose Chandler with schizoid personality disorder. Wikipedia: “Schizoid personality
disorder (SPD) is a personality disorder characterized by a lack of interest
in social relationships, a tendency to-

wards a solitary or sheltered lifestyle,
secretiveness, emotional coldness and
apathy.”
Chandler committed suicide by
gunshot in July 2002 after a diagnosis
of colon cancer. He had already spent
$80,000 on treatment, and his bank
account contained roughly the same
amount of money. For some reason,
we know the exact variety of gun he
used: a .38 caliber Charter Arms revolver. Some sources say it was purchased in the ‘70s, and others say it
was purchased in 2002. Chandler had
been dead for about a week when his
body was discovered. The executor of
the will, a co-worker named Mike Onderisin, hired an investigator to find
Chandler’s next of kin. His paperwork
listed a sister named “Mary Wilson” in
Columbus. Her address led to a vacant
lot.
Unlike Lori, Joseph didn’t keep a
secret “crafts” box containing his past.
His apartment provided no revealing
information, except for a computer
that the authorities broke by accident.
His fingerprints were nowhere to be
found, as he either burned or shaved
them off regularly. The detective on
the case, US Marshal Pete Elliott, discovered that the real Joseph Newton
Chandler III died when he was eight,
in 1945. His New York family was on
a Christmas trip when they got into a
car accident in Texas in which everyone died.
Nobody wanted Chandler’s estate,
so it went toward solving his mystery.
It seemed that he applied for the birth
certificate and social security number
in Rapid City, South Dakota in 1978,
10 years before Lori became Becky Sue
Turner. Unlike Lori, Chandler stuck
with the name of the dead child instead of changing it again.
Some believe Chandler could be a
fugitive or even a Nazi war criminal,
even though he was likely born during
World War II. Others think he could
be Stephen Craig Campbell, a fugitive
with electrical engineering skills. It
would make sense, except for the seven-inch height difference. Some think

Coworkers
described him as
unusual. He had
supposedly built a
device that played
white noise so he
could work in peace.
Once he drove all
the way from Ohio
to Maine to go to an
LL Bean. There were
no spaces in the
parking lot, so he
turned around and
drove home.
that Chandler resembles a sketch of
the Zodiac Killer, but the resemblance
is mild.
Consider that authorities and the
web assumed Chandler was a fugitive,
but assumed that Lori was innocently
running from her past. Although these
guesses are reasonable, there could be
some sexism at play. How do we know
Chandler wasn’t running from a cult
or abusive relationship? Maybe he was
so antisocial that he wanted to cut off
his entire family. Personally, I suspect
he might have been running from a
large debt. Debt-related crime doesn’t
involve anything violent or social that
contradicts Chandler’s personality.
It’s also such a significant crime that
it might lead someone to change their
identity.
In September 2016, the Seattle
Times published an article revealing
that Lori Erica Ruff had been identified. Private detective Joe Velling and
a forensic genealogist named Colleen Fitzpatrick had teamed up and
found her relatives through Ancestry.
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com. Lori’s birth name was Kimberly
McLean, and she was from Philadelphia. Her old area code, when combined with one of the numbers on the
paper of crazed scribblings, turned
into the number for a Pennsylvania library.
Lori was born on October 16, 1968,
less than a year before Becky Sue Turner. Lori’s mom declined to comment,
but her uncle, Tom Cassidy, had a few
things to say. Lori had a happy childhood with “rides on fire engines and a
magnificent hand-built playhouse in
the backyard,” according to the article.
A childhood acquaintance said she was
quiet and introverted. But when she
was in her early teens, her parents divorced. She had to move, and a stepdad
entered the picture. Tom claims Lori
never adjusted to the divorce.
In 1986, at the age of 18, Lori ran
away from home and left a note for
her family telling them not to find her.
The family didn’t file a missing person’s
report because Lori left on her own
volition. Her mother missed Lori every day but was not able to locate her
again, even with the help of a private
detective. Nobody knows what she was
doing before she requested Becky Sue’s
birth certificate in 1988, and nobody
knows exactly why she left home. The
uncle probably doesn’t know the whole
story—I mean, how much does your
uncle know about your personal life?
People online were quick to take an
“Aha, case closed” attitude. But the way
I see it, we’ve learned the basics about
Lori’s origins, but none of the stuff we
really wanted to know.
Joseph Newton Chandler has not
been identified. “There are a lot of
questions,” said Eastlake Police Detective Christopher Bowersock, “and
there is only one person who can answer all of them. And he is not here.”
True crime is an enormously popular topic of research. It’s, well, true,
and it lets you attempt the mystery
on your own, even successfully. Take
for example Jason Callahan, who
was a John Doe for decades. He was
known among online communities as
the Grateful Doe because he had two
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Grateful Dead tickets in his pocket at
the scene. Thanks to online exposure
of his facial reconstruction drawings,
he was identified in 2015 as Callahan.
Some people get a little too interested in their favorite cases. JamesRenner,
the Reddit user I mentioned earlier, is
known for his obsession with Maura
Murray, a woman who mysteriously
disappeared in 2004. Although he’s uncovered a few interesting tips, his book
mostly serves to cater to his “why me”
hero complex, plus he baselessly accuses Murray’s father of raping her. Another example: Jessica Chambers was
murdered by arson in 2014. Her sleepy
Mississippi town of 500 was terrorized
by constant harassment from obsessed
fans all around the country. A suspect
has been arrested, but the harassment
continues to this day.
Excluding fixated individuals, it’s
understandable why true crime is so
delicious. So many of these are gripping stories with irresistible details and
a lack of a thorough answer fills people
with hunger for new information. Lovers of mysteries—both real and fake—
feed off the high of curiosity. Joseph
and Lori are perfect examples; they’re
people in the ether who probably never knew how interesting they were.
They’ll probably remain did-you-know
oddities forever, enticing us forevermore with their secret lockboxes and
white noise machines. q
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On The Cover
I’m still Christian despite everything.
I believe I would not have accomplished all the good things in my life
without God. But there’s so much injustice associated with God. There’s
a lot of good and so much evil at
the same time. Reconciling the two
is a trying battle, but it’s integral to
faith. This painting tries to illustrate
the struggle of faith. The broken and
bloodied figure in the painting looks
up, acknowledging the cross in defeat. But he still can’t face it directly
because he can’t yet face God’s justice. He doesn’t feel it’s right to condemn God, but there’s a part of him
that can’t embrace God either.

